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FOREWORD

This guide has peen prepared primarily to assist clasaroom

*teachers in the implementation of the Health Education

Curriculum. It contains student objectives, suggested

activities, and pertinent questions which will provide the

basic tools in meeting the goals of this program.
.

The Health Education Curriculum consists of 10 major areas

of instruction, each with several subtopics. Each subtopic

has student objectives relating to knowledge, intellectual

process, attitudes and, where applicable, psychomotor skills,

in that order.

The list of activities is divided into three Xevels:

kindergarten through grade 4, grade 5 through grace 8, and

grade 9 thrbugh grade 12. The topics remain the same

throughout, but the student activities become more sophis-

ticated at each succeeding level.

I urge all school personnel to consult this guide in-order

to obtain a .better understanding of Health Education.

Anthony, çardinale
Director

. SEP 2 1990
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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

1. 'Introduction

This health education curriculum guide was developed by Department of
Defense Dependent SChools' (DoDDS) teachers, nurses, counselors and
other educational personnel. It is our hope that the materials
included will apply to the overseas situations in which our students
and edudators live. Three suCh guides have been prepared: one for
kindergarten through grade 3, one for grades 5-80 and one for grades
9-12. Each guide contains the same units, but with learning materials
aimed at stkidents in the appropriate grade. levels.

-

2. Organizational Pattern

Each guide consistsof 10 health pducation units,,all. but. one of.thich
have several subtoPics. Each topic is presented as follows:

a. Student Obitctives. The objectives stated at the beginning of
each topic are to be met by the students. They are general in
nature and allow teachers and students much latitude id deter-
mining how they can best be met.

b. Suggested Activities. The learning activities that follow were
written and selected to involve students in individual or group
activities to help them meet the objectives stated for each

0 topic. The list of activities is by no means comprehensive,
but merely a representative sampling of ideas and projects
that relate to topic objectives.

c. Sample Questions. Each topic includes a set of questions that
pertain to the objectives and activities. Again, this is not a
comprehensive listr but an exampleof the kinds of questions
that can be used.-

3. Health Education Textbooks

The textbooks recently selicted by thAealth Education Curriculum
Committee for all DODDS correlate with the topics-included in this
Guide. DoDDS also have access to AV and other learning iiterials
that can be used.

For exaaple, many of the activities in Unit Two: Environmental Health

were taken frau the Environmental Education Guide developed by Dale

Hunter. Much of the material in Unit Five: Mental Health was extracted
from the Multi-Cultural Activitied guides written by Ernie Butler and
Joan Maas: These and other materials available to all DoDDS can be
used to augment the health education curriculum.



4. Furtive, .

-This guide is intended to'provide a framework for a sound health
education curriculum for DoDDS students. The ideas were developed

'by students and educators experienced in overseas living-and should
be.applicable to the situations We find in our schools. The publi-
cation should be used as a guide that provides a series of student
objectives to be attaiied, but dose.not constrain creative teachers
and students in themeans used to achieve.them. We hops it will help
presets the educational growth of our students.
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HEALTH EDUCATION CURRICULUM GUIDE

TABLE OF CONTENTS
(Kindergarten through Grade 4)
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ONE - CONSUMER HEALTH
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TWO - ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
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P. Technology
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B. .Death and Loss
C. Wellness and Illness
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A. Body Systens
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C. Coping and Mastering

FIVE - MENTAL HEALTH
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SIX - PHYSICAL FITNESS

A. Relationship Between Activity and Health
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SEVEN - PREVENTIVE HEALTH

A. Body Maintenance/Hygiene
B. Disease: Zommunicable/Non Communicable
C. Disease Prevention and Control

EIGHT - SAFETY

A. First Aid
S. Environment
C. Emotions

NINE - BUMAN SEXUALITY

A. Interpersonal Relationships
B. Reproduction

TEN.- SUBSTANCES

A. Proper Use
B. Poison Prevention
C. Misuse of Legal-Substances
D. Illegal Substances

.-

(::
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A. CONSMIERISE

.5.

UNIT ONE - CONSUMER HEALTH

SUBJECT OBJECTIVEi GRADES,K-4

7be student will:

. knoW that health information comes from various sources.

. . understand that all sources of information are not of equal

reliability.
demonstrate commitment to reliable soUrces of health information.

f

SUGGESTED ACTIV/TIES

1. a. Define health.

b. Discuss what the students think health is. What is good health?

What is bad health?

2. a. Place examples of students' knowledge of certain health ihfor-

nation on the board. Diecuss each as to the possibility of

this being both accurate or inaccurate information. Old wives'
tales" are good methods and one the stuiepts woulA be most

familiar With. 11 ft,4)

b. Eake a tollection of "old wives' tales" or remedies, and share

them with your friends. Grandmothers, aunts., uncles and people

from other countries are good sourCes for these. People from

rural* areas alsolave an extensive collection of folk medicines
and cures.

a. Welte sad produce a skit around the traveling medicine show.

b. Lolik in your locai PI for patent medicines similar to those
sold in medicine ihows (cure-alls, balms, elixirs, tonics).

4. Each student is gtven a dental health product, magazine ado.or

dental health product empty box. (Include mouthwash, toothbrushes,
dental floss, oral irrigating devices, toothpaste, electric'tooth-
brushes, inter-dental devices, e.g., rubber tips on toothbruihes.)
The student tries to sell his product to other members of the group.
After listening to the st_es pitch of each student, students in-

dividually list products and brand UAME8 they would buy and then
share thiieressons for buying or rejecting the products, with others.

5. Discuss the factors that influence students to buy health products
(magazine, radio, other). Collect and mount on the bulletin -
board several examples of the mass media *nuances on buying health
products.
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SAMPLE criEsTras

1. An "old vivee.tale" is an idea that people have . T F
believed in for a long .tine.

2. "Old wives: tales" ere sometimes not true. T P

Ade for health product; OFP typo bp000ko owPao400 T P
44.44 lie.

4. Ig yøu Ini4t o IWO; abplit a medicia6, t; to h44tat tp T V
40 Mr fftmad rad ho! chop a doOor.

The echool qs 48 a good wow!. to 414h 004; 0441.th T P
4444;1444*

6. Sometimes W44; r94 P044 44 4044P4P0c4 ori4 Pig44014 T V
obout hoatth proftto to 44; trio.

7,-Irt1110444r;404-th4-tt4W-004# the products lasing 044, T y

it wo who Wort% 14 4 4491;0T0 h4944 Ws 4004; wedtv
QUIP ;044 4409fe.

9. Old ails 1944440 0910.0 p4r;stuold to 4004 alek 7 V ,

meta,

pot rf 4 844440 1.o.;o04 fa; .1194W 14404fs-tt $4 04 far yota T

moka

311!.1.1r. cia!E

spoil! opfriwp .91,0 ant .

Ito 04* wt4;

how the Mona cesponents of 4 copowitell health'se*Vtoos*-'.
understand principles of the delivery of health c4r0.

;OW)! Wariness 4f tho faeortopoo of lountwoout Oh, delivery

Of lieelth corps

AMML-Mrata
4, I" 44; 44 014 14484 P40p4o 40 whoa they're sick. Hew does

00, oommoottrkpla pOt

b. 'Show modes or fil.m stripe 411" a person goini to and being

104;a4F44 a 11400;4 t

lovto ocAppl. ho4s01 Oprop to tau; obootwhocieollko Pt 4

14910144X, ittig; 40 youlfsig, who takes care of yotwhoe do

Vat4 *of do yffg tift PURI0
10
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d. Invite lab technician, x-ray technician or other hospital staff

members.and discuss their roles and how they. help people get well.

e. Ask students to relate personal experiences in a.hospital.
Ask.what they liked best about the hospital. A.

f. Tell or write something interesting you have learned about
.what happens Ina hospital.

2. ,The student will make a list of the following emergency services,
names, and telephone numbers:

a.

C.

d.
e.
f.

Your-physician
A physician if your own doctor is not available
Ambulance service
Poison antidotes
Paramedics
Hospital emergency roam

3. List all the people and health agencies you know in health and related

fields. Add to che list by looking in the telephone book and talking

with ethers about health services and agencies they know.

SAMPLE gymunis

Ak.
10 People can get shots from free clinics in the United States?

2. Public health nurses visit the sick in the United States at

no cost.

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

T F

to people. T F

States, T F

T F

3:- The police and fire department will give ambulance service te.
sick people.

4. Dental care is never free in the United States.

5. If garbage is not collected, people m3ght get,sidk.

6. There are no rules that say how a house must get rid of

its human waste.

7. Pure water, is another service cities and towns give

.8. Free or cheap health care is possible xn the United

if you do not have lots of money to pay.

9. Sometimes people can only get the care they need by going to

stay in a hospital.
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10. Hosiitals give g ood health care because doctotst

. nurses, and other hospital workers are trained to

help sick and injured people.

C. HEALTH CAREERS

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES IC-.4

The student mill:

T F

. . knew the llamas of health professionals.

.-. understand the jobs health professionals do.
aPpreciate the help that the health professionals offer everyone.

SUGGESTED ACTZIT/TIES

1. a. Vitt. a song or chant about all the diffegent types of health.

professionals in your community and what they do.

b. List of different profeasionala:
A

- Modica and surgical doctor

- Pediatrician
- Dentist

Dietitian
Veterinariem

- Pharmacist
...Npray technician
- Lab technician

Mental health
- CHAP officer
- Chaplain-
- Nurses
- Physician assistant
- Social workers
- (mild advocate

Detoxification wards.

- Ophthalmologist
- Audiologist

c. Observe slides or films related to areas of the health

fessionel.

.d. Listen to talks and ask questions.

e. Observe professional at work (or demonstrations).

I. Role-play the.things various health professionals do.

g. Write letters to a professional.snd ask about his work or why

he chose that career.

pro~

h. Spend s day with a health professional.

. 12
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2. Play a health careers panel game: "20 QuestiOns" or "Whales M?
Line?" Students can ask questions about job, training, clients,

, benefits, problems, escessary skills, etc. The Mystery Guest
can only answer yea or no.

3. a. Invite school nozze, doctor, lab technician, dentist or other
health professionals and have them demonstrate and describe
some of the functions they perform: taking temperatures,
listening to heart with stethoscope, etc. Aak for volunteers
from class to be a patient.

b. As written assignment,-allow eadh student to choose one health
professional,and_ explain, all the ways this person can help him.

c. List (Lfferent instances in which a health professional may.be
needed, and have students decide which one would be contacted,
i.e., toothache-dentist, broken leg - doctor, stomachache at
school - school nurseollood test - lab technician.

4. Start a Health Club:

a. Provide setting for the school nurse or teacher to work closely
with students in small groups.

b. Disseminate health information to ztudents and staff.

c. Encourage the practice of good health habits.

d. Stimulate students to learn abouL health.

e. Aid in correcting health hazards or health problems.

(1) In the school
(2) In'the home
(3) In the co=nnity

f. Write

°(1) Plays or skits
(2) Poems
(3) Speeches (bulletins, newspapers)

'g. Make posters

h. Clasbroom visits upon request

SAMPLE cpsnoNs

1. Dentists examine and treat people for mouth diseases
and bad teeth.

13

T P

a
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2. A pharmacist may help you learn about T F

health products.

3. Physiciaas diagnose and treat people who are suffering T F

from injury or disease.

4. Veterinarians are doctors for dhildren. T F

5. A dietitian is a person who recommends meals that are T F
healthy.

6. An optometrist must go to school to learn to prescribe T F

proper eyeglasses for people who don't see wall.

7. To what kind of school does a, person, who wants to be

sn animal doctor, go:

a. school for veterinary medicine

b. school for medicine

c. deital school
d. nursing school

8. AL pharmacist must go to school for years to learn how

tc make medicines and pills.

F

9. A medical technologist must learn to use special in- T F

strumentsolike microscopes and test tubes.

10. Speech teachers must study very hard to understand 4py T F
soma children.have trouble speaking.

D. NUTRITION
STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

The student will:

. know that all living things need food in order to live and grow.

. understand that soma foods are better for the body than others.

. . accept responsibility for choosing nutritious food.

SUGGESTFill ACTIVITIES

1. a. Label litto pictures of different foods according to the four

basic'food groups: meat; milk; bread and cereal; fruits and

vegetables.

b. Discuss what is necessary for a balanced diet.

c. Play a game by tossing a ball. The teacher calls out a group,

and the student catching the ball must name a food in that

.gromp.

14
,..141.1.1.mr41.



d. Using a flannel board, place different foods up and ask, "Did

he eat some foods from each of the Basic Four? What foods did
he eat from eadh of those groups? What foods could he add to
make it a balanced neal?"

e. Discuss nutritional values of candy, cake, soda pop, etc. Point

out that these do not fall into the Basic Four food groups and
the importance of getting the Basic Four before eating these
foods. Explain that there is practically no nutritional value
in these foods.

f. Try to guess riddles about food: It is round and red, and you can.
eat or drink its juice. It is a fruit, and its name starts with
"a". What is it?

g. Plan a tasting party at which children twste small amounts of
vegetables, fruits, cheese and other nutritional foods.

2. a. Have eaCh student write a menu. Discuss,these as to balanced
diets, using the Basic POUT good guide. Have a breakfast party

with student-planned menus.

b. Have a "Let's Pretend" program. Pretend you're.a school nurse
aad you're.telling boys and girls why they need to eat differ-
ent kinds of foods each day. _Whatwill you say? Pretend you
are a mother or father and your 7-year-old son asks you how
much milk he needs every day. How will you explain this?
Pretend you are to give a talk on TV, and you are'to tell people
about the four important food groups. What will you say? Pre-
tend you are making your own breakfast. It should be an easy
breakfast. It should have a fruit, bread or cereal, and milk.
What will you make?

3. Nutrition Club:

a. Start an exercise program at the beginning of the clUb.

b. Lunch-ins: Bag lunch for nutrition lessons and practice.

C. Meetings for reinforcement of group purpose and self-concept
improvement for those with weight problems.

7 1. d. Art activities to shate informatian learned with other students.

e. Weigh-ins: Monthly,as assessment and incentive.

f. Pediatrician evaluation for those with significant weight devia-
tions frma norm and those students of small stature who express
strong dissatisfaction with body size.

g. Make posters for each of the different vitamins and minerals and
_ cut out colorful pictures of foods that fall into these groups.
Encourage the group to eat as many of these foods as they can
that week.

15
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h. Talk about foods in terms of color, smell, texture, foods that

are fun to eat when outdoors, and so on:

(1) Foods that are pretty colors

(2) Foods that smell good

(3) Foods that crunch when you chew them

(4) Foods that are soft when you chew
(5) 'Things that are fun to eat when outdoors - Nelambrs,

grilled hamburgers

i. Drew a picture of one of the foods you like, and tell what you

know about it.

Make a class chart of new foods children report they have tried

and liked.

4. a. Identify\the nutrients In food and the main functions of the

digestive system by reviewing the health education texts.

b. Describe the contributions of the nutrients and thz actions 'of

the digestive system: through posters and plays with characters

depicting the nutrients and the parts of the digestive system.

46. a. Ask the student to study the Basic Four food groups dhart and

plan a well-balanced breakfast, lunch, dinner and snack for

one day.

b. Cut pictures from magazine advertisements, and make an attractive

poster to show breakfast, dinner, lunch and snadk. Explain why

you made the selections you did.

c. Evaluate the posters according to the daily requirements chart.

Class can vote on the most appetizing poster and meal plans.

d. Make one of the simpler meals in school.

1. Water is needed by our body to carry nutrients to the T F

body cells.

' 2: The foods ve eat help to protect us from illness. T F

3. Your body should have at least one serving a day from T F

the milk group.

4. One the following 11,t of foods, match.the food with the Basic Ppur

food group:

.

1

1 6
-" .."11111111011111111111101......



rice

fish

carrots

ice cream

spaghetti

eggs

cheese

peanut butter

apples

bread

-13-

a. Bread and cereal grouP

b. Meat group

c. Milk group

d. Vegetable and fruit group

5. People who eat foods that do not contain all the T F
nutrients the body needA nay be tired, nervoUs, and
restless.

6. All foods contain the same amounts ofthe nutrients
our bodies need.

7. Meats are a good food sourct-idf carbohydrates.

8. Milk gives us:

a. protein ci carbohydrates
b. fat di.. minerals

T F

T F

9. On the following list, match the function.with the mineral.

strong bones and teeth

clotting of the blood

red blood cells to carry

cncYllian

a. Calcium

b. Iodine

c. Iron

d. Phosphorus
prevention of goiter

10. Circle the letter of the sentence that will not help you get the
right nutrients.

Co

a. lat only the foods that are suPPpaed to have special powers.
-

b. Eat the right nutber of servings from each food group every day.

c. Do not take extra nutrients if you have a balanced diet.

d. Eat sone raw fruits and vegetables.

17
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UNIT TWO - ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

A. CULTURE AND ITS EFFECTS

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES IC-4

The student will:

know coin= health habits of the cultnral group.
. . understand why the-health habits of certain cultural

groups developed. .

. . . recognize differences in health care procedures in various

cultures.

SUgGESTEDACTrvrner

a. Make a list of some of the health habits that are quite common

all over the world. Bring to class some clippings that you find

in magazines or newspapers in your community.

b. Show some films or filmstrips that show health habits being practiced.

Have the students draw some victures of some of these practices, and

'select the bast ?icture for display in the rooms, library, or the

office.

c. Discuss the importance of health habits in relation to people, weather,

family, beliefsand environment. How do these health habits affect

growth, illnesses, and cleanliness?

Bring the students to the librarylAnd instruct them to get a book

4 that talks about health in dif4reit areas of the world. Find out

whiCh health habite are discussed.

b. Relate these common health habits to the different culture groups

familiar in the area. What are some of the observations of students

in their visits to homes of other people and in other countries.

c. Visit a close friend that belongs to another culture group, and bring

to class some of your obseryations as to health practices different

or similar to yours.

3. a. List all the health habits that you have been doing since you were

born. Which of your health habits is being done in other areas of

the world? Bring to cless any pictures from books or magazines

that show the evidence.
ci-

b. Select a certain culture group with which-the majority ofthe students

are'very familiar. Show a fills that discusses some of the health

habits of this culture group and compare it with other cultures.

c. Invite a person of a different cultural background to come and talk

io the students about some of their health habits and practices,
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4. a. Have students or you, the teacher, go to a large international
newstand. Purchase one copy of a weekly pictorial magazine from
various European, African, Asian, and Latin American nations. Using

a similar type magazine from the United States, clip picturep of

advertized health products: foods, hair conditioners*,' foot pads for

aching corns, etc. Make a collage0.abeling each with the nation's

name on the back.

b. See if students can name the area of the world where the products

come from. What accounts for such duplicate products as Coca Cola?

What can be surmized about the nation's health habits?

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Place the number of the food on the blank before the matching cultural

group. There is only o=e correct number for each blank.

CULTURAL GRO.L...1P FOOD

Masican-Americans 1. maize

Jewish-Americans 2. matzos

P1 BLack-Americans 3. grits

Polish-Americans 4. tacos

Native Americans 5. stuffed cabbage
and sausagesItalian-Amaricans

Chinese-Americans 6. pizza and spaghetti

7:English-Americans 7. tea and biscuits
0!. corn-on-the-cob
9. rice

10. cheeseburger

2. According to Jewish dietary laws, you may not eat which one of the

following foods:

a. potk* c. m
lamb

b. beef d. cauliflower
ftwome.1.11.

MEINNIMIONNIM

3. Doctors in the United States are now learning to use a new method to

relieve pain which Chinese doctors have used for thousands of years.

This method irdilled:

a. acupuncture
b. hot baths

C.
d.

massage
saunas

4. The Japanese custom of sitting on the floor to eat a meal causes

backaches. .

5. People who don't eat meat,(vegetarians) have poor diets.

19
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6. Place a cheek by each item that is an American health habit:

than one answer may be checked).

a. jogging
b. over-eating
c. brushing your teeth after every meal

d. sitting on the floor to eat a meal

e. taking a shower
f. washing your hands after using the bathroon

g. eating with your fingers

(More

,

7. In many culture?, people paint their skin. F

8. jriajfome_Fultures,, people.oil their skin. T F

9. People in all cultures like'to take a bath every day. T F

10. People in African countries must do sit-ups to help them

keep fit.

T F

B. ECONOMICS"

,

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

The student will:

. know that economic factors influence health.

. understand principles of economics relevant to health habits.

. . show awareness of the relationship between economics and health.

SUGGESTZD ACTIV/TIES

1. The students will suggest how the elements of weather would affect tit
daily activities in relation to food, shelter, and clothing.

. Example: Snow Rain

Types of clothing
Types of food
*pep of Shelter 00111111111.

Sunshine

2. The students will bring empty containers to make a store. Each etude
will role-play.with another dhild the process of buying and selling.

3. a. lhe student will draw a.farm with animals and vegetables.

b. The student will cut out pictures of-fruits and vegetables, dairy
products, meats, breads, and cereals, placing them under the four

food groups for balanced nutritious meals.

4. Present students with a list of 10 economic terms (capital, auployer.

employeeriTimmtr, -services, supply-i Amend, -Discusst-what--thes; .

termium. Hove students orallyldenfifyor match the-terms and
their definition.

20
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5. a. Take the list of 10 economic terms learned in Activity #4, and
discuss how each term affects a certaiu health habit.. Example:
Discuss how the principle of supply and demand affect eating
habits.

b. An off-shoot activity may be the creation of demand through
advertising.

6. Bring four major cereal types to class. Make sure one is a "natural"
cereal, one a popular sugar-coated, one a bran type, and any other
popular type. Compare the prices. What may account for the differences?
What are differences in the ingredients of the cereals? Would one
cereal give you more nutritional value for your money?

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. Low-salaried families must spend a higher part of their income on T F

medicine and food.

2. Poor arlas usually have less health problems than more riCher T

areas.

3. Families with plenty of coney usually provide regular dental care T F

for family members.

4. The poor, crowded conditions of poor.areas help stop the spread of T F

communicable diseame.

5. Ladk of adequate sanitation helps to spread disease in.poor areas. T F

6. Place a check beside each item which is an example of how a 4

person's health can be affected by how much money his or her family
has:

41. John does.not get enough vitamin C because his parents cannot
afford to buy froth fruit.

. b. Mary catches a cold from. not getting enough rest and exercise.

c. ---David visits the dentist every 6.2c:oaths for a check up. The

visit costs $15.00. . .

d. Jim is very nervous And upset aehome. He shares a bedroom

iwith four brothers.

S. Suile catches a cold after walking home from School in the rain.
Susiii-e.mother cannot afford to buy her .a raincoat and overcoat.

. f.
wilmm

jane does not go to the free clinic for a screening X-ray against

tuberclosia. Jane later discovers.that she has tuberculosis. ,

7. Overcrowded housing cai'lead to health problems. T F

1 8. Because America'has a.high stsedard of living-, there is no =law. T F

trition problem in the..United States.

om,



C. HUNGER

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES R4

The student will:

. know specific facts about hunger.

. . understand that some people in the world go buntiry.

. shom sensitivity to human needs and the social problem of hunger.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Clip from a magazine, pictures of children who need assistance. Ask
tudents to discuss.what may be some Of the problems these-children-- -------
face.Didieiss'Mhat causes hunger and malnutritton. Can a person have
much to eat and still be undarnourished?

2. Assemble a varied mixture of food products which constitute a
starvation diet. Put the items in the classroom fOr the activity.
The students will select a food or series of foods to prepare. These
foods umst be used by some culture of the world as *major staple of
their diet. The caloric count for a dish or meat must not go over
1,000 calories. Let studente.sample each of the foods prepared.

3. a. List some *reasons why people go hungry. What is the relatiouship
of overpopulation, drought, famine, disaster, supply, and econoMics
to hunger.

b. Get a map and ilentify some areas where hunger is a major problem
and some reasons to that effect. How cen hunger in other countries
be solved?

c. What does the U.N. stand for? Haw does it function in helping
other countries in relation to hunger?

4. a. Bring to class pictures of persons who are overweight and under-
weight. Discuts some of the basic reasons that cause both

situations. How can it lie sotved?

b. What are some sources of food and factors relating to future supply
such as (farming in sea, space, weather pest control, disease

. control, etc.)?
"-4?

SAMPLE qUESTIONS.

1. .Ebst'people know 'a lot about hOw to eat properly.

2. Mbst people in.the world get enough to eat.
^,ao

3. Hunger is not a problem in America.
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4. A person works better if he/she eaLs properly.

5. People who don't eat meat cannot get a proper diet. T P

6. A person wbo has enough to eat will be properly nourished. T F

7. Weather can prevent growth of enough food. T F

8. There are groups that help starving people. T F

9. GOod farming habits sap. helvaygick4ktarvation,,-.._ ,.......

1.O. The amount of food we pat is measured in :alories. T . F

D. POLLUTION

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES 1C-4

The student will:

. know 'pacific facts on pollution and health.

. interpret verbal material on pollution and health.

. . show sensitivity to social problems of pollution and health.
4.

. EMBED ACTIVITIES

1. The student will idelqify pictures that despribe the following words:

a. Heat
b. Pollution
c. Garbage
d. Overcrowding (street, city, people)

e. Rivers and streams
f. Foods
g. Health field workers (nurses, doctors, etc.)

h. Air
I. Water

2. Illustrite something that pollutes our environment. Turn it into a

monster. Draw the outline of a car,, buso.airplane, cigar, cigarette,

truck, boat, factory chimney, man, etc. Paint details on the outline,

including mouth, eyes, nose. Cut your monster out. After several

have been completed, make a collage or mural.

3. Bring in newspaper clippings of current events - Oil spillage, burning

of forests, etc., and discuss. Show a film on pollution - question

and answer discussions.

,

23
Ir
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4. Look at microbes in drops of yater frau ponds or ditches under a
microscope. Do a paper on microbes, using encyclopedias or other
books.

5. a. Discuss how oil spillage affects the coastline and MAXIM* life.

b. Children draw pictures of en oil field burning and discues bow it
affects the atr aphere and environment.

c. Ask children what they ems.do to.belp eliminate pollution.

d. De a habit-forming activity - cleaning up classroan after or
during dismissal time. Ask children bov they felt about it.

SAMPLE QUESTION§

1. Poor hearing may be a result of noise in the environment.

2. Noise can .make people feel tired:

3. Polluted waters are dangeroui to all forms of life.

4. Areas with high air pollution produce more lunedisease.

5. Pesticide sprays rarely affect animals other than insects.

6. Smog is a form of:

a. water pollution
b. air pollution
C. forest pollution
d. land pollution

7. Poisons in water that affect people and animals harifully are:
Check one answer.

a. mercury and DDT
b. fish end plants
c. food and oxygen -

d.' hidrogen and chlorine

T F

F

T F

T F

8. Pollution of the environment is a threat to man's survival. T F

9. Water pollution is the least serious threat to health. , T F

10. One important Federal Government agency fighting pollution is:

a. the Environmental Protection Agency
b. . the Wildlife Federation
c. the Garden Club of America

24
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E. POPULATION

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

.

.
The student will:

know that population factors can influence health.
. . apply cohcepts of health and population.

. volunteer for special tasks relating to pOpulation and health

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Have childran list the needs of people. Role play scenes of not

having enough food for the entire class, 10 cookies for 25 pupils.

Discues how, each felt when they didn't get one.

2. The student will defineAerms such as population, hunger, overpopu-.

lett*, overcrowding, nakition, housing, and-disease.

a. Wive children crowd into a small room and ask haw they feel.

h. *Delay lunch for about half an hour and ask how the experience

affected them.

c. Why do we need to have food, clothing and shelier? What happens

if.wa can't'get one or all'of them?

d. Look at magazines and identify the above terms that relate to-

population and health.

3. Hake a report on relationships of world popUlation and food

consumptione,

a. Discuss common foods paten daily by people Of same cpuntries.

to. Ask children to draw people in a house.. Seje: how many people

they vill draw.

c. Distribute magazines on hunger. Loft for pictures or articles

abOut hunger.

d. Take children on..a field trip to off-base areas to see-living

conditioni. Compare with that of hometown or neighborhood.

4. a. Have children bring family pictures aid talk about their families.

b. Show grap6 of population growth and explain.

. Discuss factors that prolong life.

d. Draw iictures of urban and rural areas. Discuss crowding of

people in urban cities.

Naas healthful and harmful aspects of city life. .

2 5

4
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a. Review class materials and pictures on population from library
.1.noks and health tekts.

a

, la: Discuss impressions of population problema that affect our cam--
Inanities. Examples: pat or dog overpopulation without homes,
refugees, etc.

c; D8. sa various attitudes regarding effect of traveling and
living or working in crowded conditions. Plan experience ouch
as a field trip during rush hour or plan an imitation such as
worklng in an over-crowded claasroom, or caught in a traffic
jam, etc., before arranging for discussion time.

d. Arrange a learning center that a specific number of students can
comfortably work in.% Repeat the experience with one person using'
the center, and then with over-crowded conditions (number doubled).

1021.4-2MEETIME

1. Overcrowding may produce an environment that is helpfill in T
developing good health habits.

0
2. Which four (4) of the following are aspects of excess population:

a. not enough houses
b. lack of privacy
c. good education systems
d. not enough jobs
e. adequate provisions
f. poor nutrition

3. Excess population brings About which of the following:

a. noise pollution
b. not enough food supplies

breakdown of family structure
d. good housing policies
e. higher education

4. In countries which are very poor, the population growth can T P

so affect the good supply that life itself is threatened.

5. Gr

77
g popul s place a strain on resources and health- T P.

care facilities.
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6. Methods of sanitation for sparsely settled mess are oftentimes

inadequate or unsuited to city life. T F

A national prograr of family planning oould be used to improve

the health of the newbornpas well as the health of all children. T F

.placet a .strain -an health- care -facilities in a

community.
T P

9. When health and medical conditions were crude,many infants died

within the first year of their lives. T F

10. In countries where women get inexpensive prenatal care, almost

all babies die.during the first year.

F. TECHNOLOGY

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRAD X-4

The student will;

. know common terms of technology.
understand the relationship between technology and hears..

... show awareness of the importance of learning about technology

and health.
r,

BESEERIELEEEtEtt

T

1. Describe smells that let you kaow what technology is used.-

Smell various items you use'at school. Detect where the smells

came from. Do these smells affect the health of people?
#

2. Find people who use technology.

a. Ask them bow they feel about the machine they use. Do they have

names for the machines they use? Collect the names. Where do

the names came from? Utite a report.

b. Ask a doctor or =set* tell aboUt the machines and other

things they use to keep people healthy.

3. Find two,tools that do the same job. (It could be two kinds of

pencil sharpeners.) Make a list of how they differ. Include in your

list* o were made, how they are used, etc. Predict how long

will laot.*

a. Decide which is worth buying.

b. What kind of tools did doctors and-nurses use in early dayi?

r

s
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SAMPLE QUESTIONS,

1. The incressed use of fossil fuels has sade vhiCh of the following

health problems worse?

a. allergies
bt diseases ot the respiratory system
c. Itidherinfeetioas-
d. skin cancers

2. Immunization has been the primary means of doing away with all but

one of the following diseases:

a. small:pox
b. 1.---diptheria

whrping cough
the common cold

which of the following ays may the average citizem work toward

elping solve health probls &aimed by technology? .

a. grow his own foo withOut the use of chemicels

b. --.. work with organized groupv to demand pollution controls
...

c. __-....
create his own sources of energy

d. . . lead a revolt against the government.....
e. _... . live a simpler lifestylef. .wear gas masks....

. 4. Use of nuclear energy is a way of solving health problems caused T F

by use of fossil fuels.

5. Foods may be made more healthful by leaving out preservatives T F

and dyes.

6. Modern technology has developed emission controls for the automobile

exhaust sys:em. As t Ise are increasingly put into use, which of

tbe following health problems can,we expect to see fbprove? More.,

than one answer may be checked.

a. irritated and infected eyes

b. asthma
c. emphysems13
di mumps
e. .appendicitis

'f. sore throats

*0
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7. .Feople in primitive societies are more self-sufficient than T F

those in technological societies.

8. Peopleo in primitive societi$ get.more exercise than in

technological societies.

T F

9.

rigncestors in-thelAirad7W11.4.4-Wod-seIf.----sufficient families.

of the following things do you think a self-sufficient family

would do? Ware than one answer may be checked.

.1111.11

graw their own vegetables
keep a cow or goat
grow aUtgar
build tb*LF awn 'lame
culture antibiotics
make cheese

IMMO/MINIM=

OMM1001011411.

ONIIMO
manufacture a product to
sell for cash
build roadways *round their

keep bees
collect wood or peat or
some other fuel
manufacture methane'
use solar energy devices

property

10. If a family Wishes to be self-sufficient'in vegetable production in

their own yard and garden, which of the following items of trash and

garbage can be buried or composted to fertilize the laud?

newspapers
vegetable peelings
throraway bottles-.
plastic containers
tin cans-
table *motes

29

OMIIMINENIMIO

iiMMI.M11111W

11111=11

wood ashes from fires
coal ash

. worn-out clothing
old shoes (leather)
wash water



A. AGING

The student will:
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UNIT THREE - FAMILY DYNAMICS

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

. know the aging process as natural and ongoing for

members.
. understand the general spectrum of aging.
show awareness of others Who are further along in

self and family

tbe aging process.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Prepare a montage of people and animals at different age levels from .

pictures cut out from magazines.

2. Discuss.what animals/people do in order to prepare for changes which

occur because of the aging process.

3. Have students talk about peiiiirgf-Weir grandiarents and
their parents' older brothers or sisters - to under/Stand how they ar4

similar and how *ay are different.

'. Describe differences in movement between different meMbers of the

family because of age.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Some old people show signs of memory loss. T F

2. Loss of hearing happens with older people more so than T F

younger pflople.

3. The welfatle agencies help older people:

a. 4) adopt a Child c. to Check on their bank.accound

b. find areas to live d. by giving out medicine

4. Old, middle-aged, and young people need companionship, inter- T *F

eating act*vities, and encopragement.

5. Balanced diets contribute to health, no matter what one's age. T F

6. The healthIneeds,of older people are the same as those of T F

people of any age.

7. Staying in igood.physical condition is important, especially T F

as one gete

3-6
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8. Family members can help the aging process of their parents by

a. staying away from their parents
-.....

.

b. M
nccuraging their parents to move to a warmer Climate

IONIMPOONIO

c. encouraging their parents to remain active within'the home

and community

d. signing their parents up for dance lessons

9. Families must remember that many older people need help and will be T F

needing it more and more.

10. When you help with the work around the house, it should usually

make you feel:

a. sad and misused
mad and unwanted

B. DEATR AND LOSS

The student will:

c. happy and needed

d. tired and unhappy

ILMEETWECTIVES - GRADES K-4

. . know death loss so a natural sequence.

. . understand ural and Accidental calves of death and loss.

. . show sensitivity to different death/loss procedures.

AUTEDAS
1. Show film, "Today My Turtle Died,".or "Charlotte's Web." ,

2. Identify permanent or temporary loss: death, divorce, absenteeism.

3. Read portions from books an death and diving that give emotional

reaction and discuss. "Briaa's Song" and "Eric" are two examples.

4. Discuss the stages of death and dying; denial, anger, bargaining,

depression, acceptance.

- SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. Death of a human being or animal means:

a. breathing stops
.111111

c. gates to sleep

b. I no heart beat d. lack of movement
MINWPINON,

I.

2. All living things dis some day.
T F

4.

31
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3. Thinking mean thoughts about a person could bring about

that person's death.

4. Divorce can cause some of the same feelings as death.

S.. Crying when you have lost a friend or pet means you are'weak.

11

6. A sympathy card is one way to express your sorrow to the family

of someone who has died. T

7. Learning to say goodbye helps some keople to_accept death.

8. When a friend moves away people usu4ly feel sad.

9. Families losing a member because of death may,need:

a. someone to talk to c. some time hy themselves

b. 'more money d. to forget about the loved one

10. When parents get divorced, the following agencies could be helpful

to the family:

a. courts
b. churches

C. PARENTING

The student will:

c. mental health clinics
d. environmental protection ager

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES 1C-4

. . understand parental roles.'

. . know the interChangeability of most male and female roles. .

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Collect pictures of families. Tell a story about thepictures.

2. Discuss jobs performed around the house by mother and father.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. Children from the same family can be different in how they look.

2. Unhappy families can be the cause of their children having problems

in school.

'3. If you have a problmit is best to forget it and not tell anyone.

4. Sometimes we don't always listen to people when they talk to us.

,de

32
1.
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5. Parents shouldn't aak children for advice in solving family

problems. T F

6. A family is usually a.bappy one when everyone treats everyone

else well. T F

7., Children should not pester their. 'parents because:

a. parents Work hard all day and might be tired.

b. the parents might get mad.

c. only bad children bother their parents.

d. parents are mean.

9. An ww,get older, we are more able to know what ikright and

what is wrong.

9. Children can be treated differently as they get older end

smarter.

T F

T F
z

10: Good family members can be depended on to do their share of

the work around the house.

D. WELLNESS AND ILLNESS

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4.

The student will:

, . know factors that create happy families.

. . understand the processes that sustain healthy families.

. . . show awareness of individual contributions to healthy families.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A-
1. Pave children collect pictures which depict different activities

that promote physical vell4eing.

2. Ask children to role play activities which promote physical and

emotional health.

F

3. Play the game, "What Night.Eappen If:" you didn't get enough sleep?

you gRly tte sweets? you didn't take a bath in a week? you didn't

get Our shots? you didn't brush your teeth?

4. Practice a health skill to Promote good health in the family: proper

dentalArre, keeping clean, etc.

33



SUGGESTED. QUESTIONS

1.

2.

Helping children feel good about themselves affects the

health of the family.

Family decisions made only by one person could show a lack of

confidence In other family umbers.

T )

3. A family which has a member with a broken lag would be considered

unhealthy.

4. Choose the healthy answer to express anger:

a. going outside and running c. throwing a book across

b. hitting your brother or the roam

'sister d. yelling at your dog

5. A duty of a family is to pass on traditions and beliefs of

their society.

6. Sharing thoughts and feelings withid the family helps the

family understand each other.

7. Immunizations against polio, diptheria and typhoid are no

longer necessary because they are rare dileases.

6. A messy room could have an effect on the health Of the family.

9. Taking. a bath regularly is only important for theschildren in

the family.
T

10. If you should stretch the truth to make your mother happy, this

mould sbow that you are a good communicator.

3.

z 34
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UNIT FOUR - GROUril1/4 DEVELOPING AND AGING

A. BODY SYSTEMS

STUDENT 01.7ECTIVES - GRADES R4

The student will:

. know specific facts about these parts of the body: cells, skin,
bones, senses, heart.

. . interpret models or diagrams of these body parts.

. . show interest in leatning and caring for the human body and its parte.
perform basic hygiene, safety, health actions.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Using a stethoscope, listen to peers' heartbeats.

2. Do life-sized body silhouettes by tracing peers( bodies on paper.
ConOare differences in body structure and size.

3. Play games, utilizing cards having body parts on one side and
function and care on the other.

Serletrpictures of foods that help in the health of different body
parts.

Bang two identical diagrams of the human body, illustrating body
parts and organs, an the wall. Divide the students into two teams.
The members of each team should stand in a line in frant of one
of the diagrams. The teacher then names a body part or'organ oi
describes its physical appearance or function. The two students
at the head of each line try to locate the body part on the diagram.
Whoever points to it first gets oue point for his team. These
two students then go to the end of the line and the next pair.gets .

a chance. The team that makes 15 points first wins that game, and

1.

a new one may be started.

Next to each body part,
number may be used only

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

write the number of the body system. Each
once.

a. kidney 1. Nervous system
b. veins 2. Digestive system
C. lunge 3. Respiratory system
d. liver A. Excretdry
e. brain 5.

6.

Circulatory system
Endrocrine

7. Skeletal

35



2. Next to each body part, put the number of the correct body function.

a. kidney . 1. Stores-urine until it leaves the body

-b. 2. Carries messages to the brain
IN1106

stomach
m1.10.1.11100.0

sensory nervesC. 3. Supports the body

d. - bladder 4. Receives food- '

e. bones 5. Pumps the blood
- --Removes--waste-from-tbe-blood

MIIIIIIM11111111

7. Carries blood from heart to all
parts ot the body

3. During the years from 9 to 15, different parts of your body T F

will bt growing rapidly at different times.

4. Some common. diseases like mumps and measles ause us to
growless than %.

5. Without'sufficient LT= in the diet:

a.

b.

C.

d.

-our teeth become discolored and crooked.

our bones are weak and break easily.

we lack enough oxygen-carrying material in our blood.

.-we become red in the face and perspire.
=111

-

,111110.1011110

6. The pituitary gland in the brain:

a. helps digest fats and carbohydrates.

b. is most concerned with your growth.

c. insures a regular, slow heart beat.

d. ----controls the flow of uridh from the bladder.

7. Blocking a nerve iLpulse from the brain to the arm woUld:

a.

b.

C.
411

prevent you-from moving your arm.
cause coughing, sneezing, and watery eyes.

cause the arm to be shorter than the other.

make you breathe more rapidly.

8. From the time you are born until you are fully grown, your

grow about how many times its ortginal size?

a.

b.

C.

d.

five times its original size.
one time its original size.
three times its original size.
six times its original size.

9. When you are sick, itis:

a.

b.
C.

d.
ONNIMINMOMB

hard to be pleasant to friends and faaily.

fun to go to the, amusement park.
easier to solve math problems.
enjoyable ,to clean out the garage.

36
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*10. When we are feeling healtby,,ve are most likely to take pert in a

lot of activities. Next to each activity Nam, put (1) nazt.to

those things we would do when feeling healthy, and (2) next to those

activities weight do if,not feeling vell..

does-10-matb-prol1iiiii-U-20-iiiiiiiites with no mistakes.
b. goes skiing with the family.
c. stays in bed thinking gloomy thoughts.

d. goes to the doctor.

B. HUNAN un CYCLE

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

,The student will:

. . know specific facts about personal growth.
. understand facts and principles of growth, increasing ability,

and human variations.
. show sTritivity to other's growth'patterps.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Choose a peer with wham to compare height and weight. If there are

differences, think about and discuss possible reasons for those

differencei."

2. Discuss the influence of exercise, rest, and diet upon growth.

3. Devise games and activities in which others, who are experiencing

difficulty based on growth and ability, can be successful.

4. Through research, reading,-and observation, identify similarities

and differences between males and females. Include descriptions

of similarities and differences on a chart. Prom the individual
lists, lave a committee of students compile a class'list of simi-
lirities and differences between males -and females and duplicate
enough copies of this.chart for each student.

AiRELMJEUME

1. I can help my body to grow stroiger if-/ choose to play outside

instead of watching television.

2. You should try to have different illnesses to help you grow

stronger. ,
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3. Keeping clean will:

a. prevent illnesses caused by germs that might slow the

growth rate.

ti. wither the skin if too much water is used.

c . ; not---be- importent-in-order---co--grovr---
- .

....______

d.
....... ..

.only be important if the person does not get enough gAtiap.

4. Getting into the habit of eating candy instead of fruits T F

or vegetables gives more pleasure and, therefore, helps us

grow stronger.

5. Ababy,grovs slower in-the first year of life than later on. T

6. Each person needs to eat the same amount of food for kneed T F

nutrition.

/f a perm= lives in a poor environment, the person will

still grow to maximum size andlme healthy.

8. Your growth will:

a. tend to be like the growth of one of your family.

b. be exactly like everyone in your family.

c. be unlike everyone in your family.

d. be less like your parents than your classmates.

9. if./ have had an argument with my best friend, I would:

a. ignore it and act like it qever happened.

b. point out to my friend whylhe was wrong.

c. hit him if all else fails.
OPRIMI

d. talk about how we were both wrong.

10. Practicing good table manners,at home will prevent you from T F

feeling embarrassed and self-conscious when eating in'public.

C. COPING AND MASTERING

STUDENT OBJEdIVES - GRADES K-4

The student will:

. . know specific facts about basic coping and mastering behavior.

. . apply concepts and principles of coping and mastering to naw

and-difficult aituations.

. . . show.awareness of the importance of learning to cope with and

master new and difficult situatione.
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L.
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Make a bulletin board display of pictures showIng things that cause

stress. Name some people who can help those who have difficulty with

cogn&and mastering. Suggest possible ways of dealing with each

.14etured stress.

2. .
Tell several different endings to a story, the beginning of which

illustrates a stress situation. Finish the sentence: "When I make

a nistaks, I feel . ."

3. Think about and answer the questions: "Do you always get what you

want? If not, what do you do? Are you satisfied with what you do

in order to gat what you want? Now else might youLget what you

want?
-

Before a mirror,act out ways you might show different feelings. :See

if the way you look while showing some of your feelings surpriseslon.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

An 11-year-old boy used.tO'"be afraid" When called an to teed in

class. After reading ih a smallAroup for-swhile he is gradually

overcoming his feat. Hip reading is likely to have:

a. gotten.worse c. gotten better

.
b. remaned the sam

.......
i_ e

.

d. , ceased altogether

An-overweight student recently had a conference with the school nurse.

The student is now charting eating habits and is gradually losing

weight. The student probably is feeling:

a. cheated our of food c. less self-control
..........

........

b. dislike toriard the nurse d. . more salf-respect
.........

......

3. A grade student does not feel capable of.doing good schoolwork and,

although the Ability level is good, has fallen beand in school.

Which of the following choices might be the best way to help improve

personal control of the situation:

a. give up and just not try. ,

b. cooperate with'a parent tutor.

e. pretend to understand to save face.

d. ! look at the faults of others and criticiie them.
11 an.0%

4. 2we way to reduce worry is to talk with friends about the T P

thing causing you to worry.

3 9
t''!.
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5. The mother of a fourth grade student used to feel embarrassed at
baseball games because her child stompe4, sulked, and pouted if

, the team was losing. Now that the child has become a better sport,

the mother in probably feeling:

a. disappointed c. pleased

b.- wort1410. 4. .1 anxious

6. A person may help himself in a group by precticir4 better ways of

behaving. Check all of the ways in the list below which would be

.
helpful in getting along with others.

a. being nolite at home d. being like others

b. throwinz temper tamtrums e. Looking your beat

c. being yourself f. getting into fightsSkil
Raw we handle failures and successes has a lot to do with

how we cope with Life.

8. Place a check before the followingsentences which show

that a person is behaving properly.

T

.a.

bib

C.

d.

I throw A temper tantrum. e.

f.'

g.

I talk about angry
feelings.
I can try again Pafter
a 'failure.
I .feel good about myself.

I fight at least once a day.
-have

.1111111111!

I several friends.
get stomach cramps at school.

emill

A good means of coping with a frustrating Situation could be:

a. make a list oi ell your friends.

b. try to do amkraims'thingiat a time.

c. read a book on safety;
d. reward yourself with food.

10. Which unpleasant feeling should be controlled when trying to get

along iwith.snother person?

a. cheating c. anger

b. pride d. worry

4 0
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UNIT FIVE - MENTAL HEALTH

A. ETHNOCENTRISM

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES D-4

The student will:

. know the elements of a multicultural society:

. . understand the uniqueness of a pluralistic society.

. accept differences of races and cultures.

1 relate different cultural art forms.to own art forms.

SUGGESTED ACTIMIES

1. Discuss bulletin board Pictures of various cultural groups; describe

those in the United States. Have each class member find out and intro-

duce self as an American with ethnic origins of . Have

students draw pictures throughout week showing fi0337(Cialiisal) ways

of living, playing, eating, etc. Prom historic perspective, share

stories orhow different cultural grohpe interacted. Progress from

distant to nearby cultural experiences in tolerance'. Focus on

positive, but allow time to discuss differences and difficulties to

be considered for lessons that can be learned.

2. Find stories to read regarding adjustment of Children or familieS to

strangers moving in. (Compare reaction of communities with commaa

culture to military communities with a wide variety,of cultural styles.)

Using "People in Families" (A Taba Program in Social Science), identify

interesting differences. Have guest speakers present interesting,'

fun features of their culture - games, food.

3. After studying varioUs cultures, have student create a picture or

story or model that indicates what he appreciates in another culture.

For a short time, ask all etudents to pretend to be from the same

'cultural background, predict what would happen if all had the same

habiti/patterns: Haveiguest representative of culture to observe

and comment after resetting nearness to cultural pattern. Arrange -

art and music shove,- demanstrating typical traditional and current

art/music/dance. Allow for discussion of similarities, differences,

and personal preferences. Allow for creating own story and art form

that is impressed by impact of different cultures.

4. Have the children collect SietUres-,- ehowimg people of different ethnic

groups from all over the world involved in different activities. Use

'the pictures.for a; bulletin, board or to motivate discussion along

followini lines:
A

a. In' what ways are all of.ithe people in these pictures alike?

(All have hair, eyes, skin, etc.)
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b. In what ways are all of the people in these pictures different?

(colors of hair, eyes, skin, etc.)

c. Which people have almost the.same hair color? Eye color? Skin

color? Ask the children to focus on themsalves and continue dis-
cussing likenesses and differences.

d. In, what ways do we lodk like one another (eyes, ears, nose, arms,
skint hair, etc.)?

e. How are we special or different from one another (features that

are different in size, shape, color, etc.)?

f. Ask individual children to find someone else in the class with the

same eye color, hair color, skin color, etc. Make sure the like-

nesses and differences are discussed in a positive manner.

5. Have students examifte their fingerprints, using a microscope or mag-

nifying glass. They can compare them with the eight basic patterns

used by the FBI. They might also enjoy fingerprinting family =sabers

and comparing results. Consider:

a. Do any two people have the aama prints?

b. Can you tell a person's ethnic background from a fingerprint?

c. .The FBI has the largest collection of fingerprints in the world.

Why is fingerprint identification important in crime detection?

d. Can physical traits, such as fingerprints be changed? Can

cultural traits be changed. What is the difference between

the two? Discuss.

6. Display pictures of people with different skin color, and discuss the

following questions:

a. Do all of the people have the same skin color? How would you

describe each person's skin color?

b. Sometimes you hear people say, "he has black skin" or'"he has

White skin" or "he has brown skin" or "he has yellow skin."

Think about these colors. Does anyone really have skin these

colors.

c. Look around the room. Haw many shades of red db you see? Brown?

Yellow? Look at the pictures again. What color skin does each

person have? A

42
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d. Look at pieces of red, yellow, brown, bladk, and white con-

struction paper. Point out that actually no one Is the color

of the paper. Colors serve only as a means of grouping people

- and not a very good one at that. If all people in the world

stood in a line with the darkest at one end and the lightest

at the other, it would be impossible co tell where one racial

group left off and the next began.

t. What color akin do you have? Have children examine one another's

akin and compare the variety of shades. They might use a magni-

fying glass. Would it Se easy to.dnplicate the different skin

with crayons or paints? Try and see!

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. Kim, a new student in your classois from Japan. You want to help her

feel accepted. Which of the following ways would make her feel

accepted? (There is more than one answer.)

a. laugh at her accent. d.

b. share your potato chips with

her during recess : e.

c. ask her to write your name

in Japanese characters. f.

2. There is no need to talk to people about

3. Your mother tells you to stay away from

sneaky and dishonest. You already have

sdhool. It might help to:

ask her about the Japanest

Cherry Blossom Festival.

ask her why the Japanese

so cruel in World War II.

question the shape of hei

eyes.

their culture

all Mexicans.
a nice Mexican

. T

They are
friend at

a. go to your friend and tell him you can never see him again.

b. ask your mother if you can invite the classmate over to

give him a fair chance.

C.

d. ask.your mother if you can go to the show with Judy but

secretly meet your Mexican friend.

Om Ms 111010..
argue with ,your mother and tell her you can be friends with

whomever you want.

4. TO say that American products are the best shows a T P

cultural bias.

e.

43
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5. Match the group of people to the customs:

a. Tam Kippur is the most solemn and holy day of the year.

b. Boy's Day is celebrated by flying giant paper carp
on high poles over harass with boys in the family.

c. Cinco de Mayo is a national holiday celebrating the
triumph over tbe French Army on May 5, :062.

d. The birthday of Martin Luther King on January 15 honors
the man who was a leader in his race's struggle for
equal rights.

e. The Machina Dances celebrate the ivirits of the earth
_coming to give blessing for a fruitful harvest..

f. The Fourth of July is the celebration of independence
from Great Britain.

1. Nopi Indians

2. Japanese

3. Chinese

4. Judaism

5. Mexican

6. Afro-AmericaA

7. American

B. Russian

9. English

14
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4e, Put a check next to the following statements that are not true, or

are myths or stereotypes of a race or culture. If it is a statement

of fact, leave it blank.

a. MexicasA are.lary.

b. The Japanese have many interesting art forms.

c. Black Americans have good rhythm.

d. .African Nations have a long,history of art and civilization.

e. Russian people are evil.

f. American Indian tribes are alike.

g. Chinese include rice as an important part of their daily diet.

h. English people are stiff and formal.

-- India has a great number of.poor people.

j. Italians have quick tempers.

k. Polish people are not .very intelligent.

People from India eat food that is.very spicy and hot.

7. The American idea of man's control over nature has:

a. destroyed many natural resources.

b. stopped-air pollution.

c. helped,to keep lakes and rivers clean.

d. kept cities free of pollution.

8. The names of most of the states in the United States originate from

the language of the:

a. French c. American Indian

b. Engliah d. Italian

9. Midwest Americans are the only people who speak the true T F

American English.
400'

10. Because the United States is the richest country in the world, T F

its people are the hardest working people in the world.

4 5
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STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

. . know that each of us is a member of one or more groups.

. recognise that groups do things together and are supportive
to members.

. . appreciate that membership in.a group can give one of a sense of
pride.

.SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. List all the kadssof groups it is possible to baiong to.

2. Discuss advantages and disadvantages of belonging to groups.

3. As an example, use groups that elm members belong to and share
witk others the duties reqUired and support which is received.

4. Identify the roles of the members of groups (leaders and followers).

SAHPLE QUESTIONS

1. The group lesder is more responsible than any other
member of the group.

2. Sarah wanted to be a respensible member, so when she was not
elected president, she:

a. got mad and left the group. e.

b. reftised to do any work:
d.

.:111

T P

would speak only to the
'people who voted for her.
offered to do another job
for the group.

3. The actions of one person can-affect how the rest of the
group feels and acts.

4. *Your class votes to have.a ear-wash to raise motley for a class picnic,
and Steve doesi't like to wash cars. If Steve were to show a supportive
behavior: ha would.: IL

a. refuse to loin in on the car-sash.
b. have his mother write an excuse about his being-sick.
c. go along with what the group has decided is best.
d. go for part of the time and leave early.

T P .

16
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5. Joe, 'a member of 'your scout troop, sells the most raffle tickets.

The group applaudd him, And you feel:*

a. like there is no use trying because you never win%

b. that Joe Must have cheated.

C. happy that J66 is getting recognized for his hard work.

d. like you want to quit the-group,

6. Jean sitS with five other students in a group of desks. The class

decides to regroup, and no one adits her to join them. Jean might:

a. feel glad. c. feel secure.

b. feel hurt. d. have no feelings.

7. Persons In a good group would probably be comfortable T F

and secure from the first meeting.

Meeting your own needs cen sometimes interfere with T F

the needs of the group.

9. In a group, it is important for one person to act as T F

leader and solve all problems.

10. If you are an absent group member, your group will

probably work just as if you were there.

C. PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT
-at

i
STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

The student will.:

T F

. . know the classification and categories of personality differences.

. . recognize that environment contributes to the differences between

people.
. accept differenceS in people.

. demonstrate through role-playing, different emotional and behsvorial

responses for a giyen situation.

SUGGESTED ACTIVIT/ES

1. The teacher makeb available a large supply of old magazines, newspapers,

crayons, water colors, scraps of construction paper, glue, clay, paper

mache, scissors, etc." and gives each student a grocery bag. Students

are to find-things in the materials svailablevrepresenting. that which .

they dr not wish to share, and put them inside the bag. The student

. is to draw, paste, and staple pictures and objects on the outside of

his bag that he feels represents "who he is" and which he is willing

to,share with other students. Small groups can be formed for Students

to discuss what they creited on the outside of their bags. After dis-

cussion of outside ,of bags, group members may volunteer to pull objects

from the inside of their bag and reveal something of their private

self. Students might keep the bags for a week, a month, ot a year

and add, subtract, and reveal private self throughout the schoolyear

in small group meetings.
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2. The siudent sal thcts eier a positive or negative quality and
keeps a diary ibout the effect of this quality upon one's actions.

3. Conduct a class discussion on ways to reinforce positive qualities
and alternative ways to change negative qualities.

4. Role play alternative behaviors.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. Choose the emotion that best fitsond put its number in the blank.

a. John wanted to go to the movie with his friends,
but his*parents said Inc)." He felt

b. Tom thinks.his brother gets more toys and atten-
tion from his parents than he does. He felt

c. Larry made 100 an his spelling paper for the first
time. He was

d.. Mirk gets teased, picked on, and somtimes beaten
up an his way home from school. It is nearly time

for the bell to ring. He feels

e. Jane's best friend moved way. She feels

f. Sarah had to redo her math paper three times. She

felt

g, Miry had a birthday and\was.surprised with a new
puppy. She felt

1. happy

2. loved

3. frustrated

4. lonely

5. angry

6. proud

7. afraid

8. jealous

h. Tina came home feeling tired and cross. Mother listened

to hpr, made her a cup of chocolateoand read her a story.

She 'felt

2. Anger is normal emotion.' T F

3. Iflisnother student makes you mad on the.pleyground, the T F
best way to deal with it is to hit him.

4. When Bob got the position of captain of the football team that Tom

wanted, Tom decided not to invite Bob.to a cookout at.his house. .

Tom Dalt:

a. sidk c. jealous

b. tired d. melancholy
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5. When a person is depressed, he usually acts:

a. happy and excited c. sad and quiet

b. eager and friendly d. . quiet and secure

6. It is important to take responsibility for my own

feelings and not blame or make someone' else responsible.

7. Bow / feel about thyself inside often deteriines how I

think others feel about me.

'WV&

T P
et

T P

a B. Since the teadhers are the grown-ups in the classroom T F
situation, it is their job to make sure everyone feels

good all the time.

9. If you see someone on the other side of tile tool T F
whispering, it means they are talking about you.

10. .At recess, Paul was not invited to play ball with the guys, he

blames them for making him feol left out. In the future it might

help Paul to:

a. insist on a Especial invitation for all games.

b. realize his feelings of being left out are caused by
his inside feelings about himself rather than from others.

c. discuss this problem with.the principal and ask to be moved

to a new classroom. .

d. ask the teacher to talk to the boys about their mean

behavior.

.41111=MMI.

D. SEXISM

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES Km.4

The student

. . know common rhymes, literature, books, and other material that,

promote sexism.
. . understand the basic concepts of simian.

. . show sensitivity to sexist and non-sexist differences between

boys and girls.

SUGGESTIO ACTIVITIES

1. a. Start a family.scrapbook illustrating roles and responsibilities

of mothers, fathets and,dhildren in the family unit.. Use fie-

tures out of old magazines or newspapers. Write short stories

for the family-life scrapbook.

b. Draw a picture of yourself and your parents-to include in the

scrapbook.- .

49
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c. Discuss family life,usipng the "Beginning the Human Story"

teaching pictures.

d. Have each student brtng in his favorite toy. Ala them
whethet they feel they are "girl" or "boy" toys. Alow many

. are both?.

2. a. Ask stUdents to talk aboUt their "chores" in the home. Are

the boys gifth maecUline jobs and girls feminine anes? Is this

fair?

b. Diecups haw ptimary sex characteristics determine how people
treat you, etpectations people have of you, ete. Is this

changing?
a

List what male and female roles in society are in general:

behavior, work, tesponsibilities, etc. Have students form'

small groups to formulate basielists'to present-to entire
class for.listing On board.

d. Draw pictures of self and analyze.

e. List good and bad things about being a girl (or boy).and .

evaluate feelings. List what you do and do not like about

the opposite sex.

3. a. Atk'students to list the ways in whidh all babies are alike.

Have a new baby visit class. Keep a secret what the baby's'

sem is and hive the children write down what they think and

why. ,

b. Ask students to try to remember stories about being a baby.

Do girls and boys. remember the same kinds of things and

sitUations?

c. The student lists five things girls can do aid five things the

boys can do. Then thetsirls do.the boys' jobs and boys do the

girls.' jobs. .Ts there any job that a girl cotldn't do? Ts

there any job that a boy couldn't do?. Why do boys and girle

think they can't do certain chores or jobs?

4. a. Identify relays that use different large muscle groups. Form

teams. Run the relays,and discuss the kinds of skills that

wete observable. Repeat relays dfter discussion to see if

etudents become mote aware of the non-sex related physical

skille ability.

b. Iist the traditional edjectives Chat desiribe girls and differ-

ent adjectives that'describe the same quality in'boys. -Then

discuss the negative and positive connotations of these labels:
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Girls

tothboy

gentle
dependent
emotional
illogical

athletic
aggressive
independent
objective
logical

S. a. Identify relays that use.different,large emncla groups.

Form teams. Run the reliya and discauss the kinds of skills

that were observable. Repeat relays after discussion to

see if studento become more aware of the non-sez relatpd phy

sical skills ability.

Show /.30 a boy/girl should act.

c. Show how a boy/girl should pot act.

SAMPLE QUEST/ONS

,Moreimem than women are:

a. first grade teachers c.

sdhool nurses d.

school librarians
school assistant

----principals

2. There are more male than female doctors becauee:

a. women do not want to be doctors.

men are smarter than women.

c. women should be nurses.

d. women hew been discouraged as a group from being doctors.

3. Due to role stereotypes, more people would approve of aboy IAD'

wants to be a:

a. nurse c. school4ecretary

b. kindergarten teacher d. P.E. teacher

4. When children amencouraged to elect claas.officers, they should:

1011

select the best
select the best
select a boy to
in math.
seledt either A

can do best.

II

girl to be secretary.
Imp to be president.
be class'treasuzmtr because they are better

boy or girl to .any office that. he/she

5. Cooking is a job in which men may 'find great: satisfaction. o. T P

6. , Girls who want to be nnrses are more Ladylike than girls

who want to'be doctors.

1.1
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7. Men make bettelt engineers than women because they can T F
learn mathematics easier.

8. &school counselor should:

a. hel0 Ulu become doctors and girls becoMe nurses.
b. help girls become doctors and boys become nurses. .z

c. belt) Wye to becohe good husbands and girls good wives.
d. help bOys add girls to learn about jobs in which they have

th interest.

9. Girle who vanst to Pity little league badeball are usually:

a. liked by boys.
b. ----called tomboys.
c. sUppetted by everyone.
d. helped only by their fathers and not by their mothers.

10. One idea that 'has helped to oppresd woman is the.idea that:

a. the mad is given the role of head of the family.
b. women cad codk 'better than men.
c. chiren must respect their father.
d. chiloton suet respect their mother.

E. STRESS ASO =WON.

WIDDERT-01JECTIVES GRADES RA

The student will:

. . demonstrate the effects of stress and emotion on practical situations.
. enjoy'helping others review responses to itressful situations..
. . sense thrOugh visual and auditory cues when othere are under stress.

SUGGESTED ACTrVITIES

1. Relate a stretsful experience. Discuss how that experience of fear
and anxiety coOld have been avoided and how you could have responded
differently to thepituatiam..

2. Discuss the need for pereional space mad how we feel when out space
is invaded.

a. Alla/ students, individually, to find a place in the classroom
where they feel comfortable. Spend a given period of time everyday
for a week there. Allow them to brihg books, games, etc., into

their enviroiment. Teacher is encouraged to participaek Discuss
feelings about their individual environment.

52
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.b. One half .of the students will visit a friend in their

environment. The other half Will be a host or hostess. Discuss

feelings and roles of guest and hostthostess, differences

between being alone and having a guest, etc. Discuss

objects brought into environment to make it more comfortable.

Teacher is encouraged to participate.

3. Form small groups, put on blindfolds, and piss around a vaxiety

of objects to toudh. Talk about sensations and feelings from

the experience.

4. In partnerso'one person puts on a blindfold and is led by the

other on a "trust Walk." Reverse roles. Discuss feelings.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. A student who moves to a new place behaves:

a. badly at first, then later improves.

b. differently until he makes friends and:knows-everyone

well.

c. badly and has to fight to prove himself

d. the same as he always does.

2. It is your first tine going downtown on a bus and you get separated

from your friend. You might feel:

a. tense end worried about bow you're going to get home.

b. calm, you'll get home somehow.

c. like crying to attract someone's attention. 0

d. ----happy to try to hitchhike home. e.

..

3. When you are worried about something and feel tight and uneasy,

the feeling might be called:

a. eager or excited -c. ashamed or eabarrassed

b. overjoyed or happy d. stress or tension

4. When Ann first joined Scouts, she joked end acted sillier than

she usually does because:

a. . she had recently read a good joke book.

b. she wasn't sure how to act with the new group.

c. the leader was a friend of her mother.

d. things in the group were funnier than usual.

5. If a student is late for school, she'would probably T F

feel tense and nervous.

411
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6. When the teachei called on Susan and she didn't know the answer,

she felt:

a. eager c. jealous

b. --hopeful d. tense

7. When a new student comes into class, you could help him feel

relaxed by:

a. clapping when the new student comes in.
b. asking the teacher to sit by the new person.

c. hoping others will like the new student.

d. smiling and acting friendly toward the new student.

6. When youv:friend Mike is having trouble with his parents, it
would help him to:'

*a.. agree with him that his parents are mean.

b. explain,to Mike's parents that they are making him angry.

c. help him to run away if he wants to.

d. listen to Mike Lk:id try to understand his feelings.

1. Jim is a weakling if he sometimes needs help wiih T P
1 solving,hie probleks.

10. If Jean would like to talk qyer a problem that is not too T P
devious, it would.be silly to.try to get an appointment

with a school counselor. ..

1/2



UNIT SIX - PHYSICAL FITNESS

A. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ACTIVITY AND HEALTH

STUDENT OBJECTrVES - GRADES K-4

'The student will:

. know that physical activities have an effect on body systems.
. . apply the knowledge that physical activities have effects on the body.

show interest in the subject by partictpating in physical activities.
. know sequences of steps to perform physical activities (games and
dances).

SUGGESTED ACTIV/TIES

-1. Have students put thAr hand on their hearts before and'after running
a lap.

2. .Make a stethoscope out of a funnel and some rubber tube. Also learn
to take pulses for one minute. Make a chart of different types of
physical activitylleaving space to write in the pulse rate at rest, and
atter exercising. Take pulses, record on the chart, perform the
exercise, take the pulse again, and record on the chart, again.

3. Select a favorite physical fitness activity and demonstrate activity
to group.

;

4. Ask the student to wiggle, bounce, shake, swing arms and legs, sway,
clap bands front and back, stamp feet, crouch, stretch, touch the
floor on all sides, move the head, balance on one leg in various
positions., balance on one leg and one hand and perform any other
movements they can think of without moving from their spot. Perform
the movements:

a. At different speeds.
b. To music.'
c. lp combinations of the student's choice.

SAMPLE quEsTuna

1. Physically fit individuals:

a. have a brighter outlook on life
b. generally have bad attitudes
c. are depressed more easily
d. are usually maladjusted

2. Check which three systems of the body would work better for physically
conditioned persons.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

sensory f, circulatory
digestive
respiratory

g. urinary
h. skeltal

endocrine i. muscular0111=1111.111.,

reproductive
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3. Which of the following shows a better level of fitness:

a. resting pulse of 50 beats 1 minute
b. resting pulse of 60 beats 1 minute
c. resting pulse of 70 beats 1 minute
d. resting pulse of 80 beats 1 minute

4. Because circulation is Improved in a conditioned body, the blood T P
can remove waste products from the muscles more easily.

5. Muscle soreness in an unconditioned body may be the result of T F
an increased supply of blood to the muscle.

6. In order to improve your overall physical'condition (keep in T F
shape), you should learn proper procedurea for relaxation.

7. .Which.four of the following activities promote good physical conditioning.

a. . reading f. cycling
b. watching TV g. automobile riding
C. skiing h. attending football game
d. , isometrics

--card
surfing

e. games j. chess
k. darts

8. Which one of the following would be the best activity t,1mprove
coordination of feet and eyes.

a. baseball hitting a thrown ball
b.. ,basketball (dribbling)
c. soccer
-d. volleyball

9. A person will develop muscles of the arms, back, chest, and neck
more quickly by a Program of:

'a. . basketball
b. soccer

C. cross country running
d. lymuastics

10. A person's physical fitness is improved most by a regular pattern o'f:

a.

b.
C.

d.

riding to school on the bus
being driven to school by a parent
walking to school
riding a motorbike to school

5.
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UNIT SEVEN - PREVENTIVE HEALTH

A. BODY MAINTENANCE/HYGIENE

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

The student will:

. know basic body maintenance needs (rest, exercise, hygiene, eating,

love, and affection).
. . apply theories of bodx maintenance to practical situations.

. . show interest in body maintenance habits.

. . perform basic health acts as demonstrated.

SUGGESTVD ACTIVITIES

1: The.teacher can provide the following items (ideally, one per pupil

of toothbrushes, toothpaste, aid adequate floss) and have the students

properly clean their teethdaily until it becomes a noticeable habit..

a. Invite a dentist, dental technician or school nurse .o talk about

tooth care and the importance of such.

b. Make a bulletin board on tooth care for the class or as a hall

project.

2. Show filmstrip on "Good Health Habits."

a. Make posters to illustrate good health habits: cleanliness, diet,

exercise, rest, and sleep.

b. Role play a family situation in which the children learn good

health practices by watching and observing their parents or

other adults. .

c. Discuss the value of a complete medicine chest.

3. Show film on "How Not to Catch A Cold."

a. Have students prepare a list of ways disease can spread:

(1) In the school.
(2) In the home.

b. Draw a face on a large sheet of paper. Have each child trace his

own hand and cut it out. Padie hand over mouth. Insert a Kleenex

between hand and mouth. Write on paper: "Cover that cough or

sneeze!"

c. Materiels. Cardt.:Yare 4c11F; =1-:thet, nade from various kinds of

fabrics for various Seasons; clock which spins to different kinds

57
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4 /

rml
of weather co/ditions. Spin clock - where the hand of the clock
stoOs dete es the weather, e.g., sunny, rainy, cold and dry,
or cold and wet. Ask dhildren to dress doll appropriately.
Explain reason for selection of clothes.

4. Have group discussion on different ways to keep one's body clean:
Make posters showing ways we keep our bodies clean. As a group, make
a list of good health habits. Have each student choose one to perform
each day for 1 week. Make a dhart for entire class and record tasks
completed each day.

5. 'IMAke a poster of various forms of physical activity which would con-.
tribute to a healthy body.

6. Have each student determine how many hours of sleep they got fast night.
Let them make two clocks. The first is time they went to sleep and
second is when they awoke. Show how to count hours. Discuss how much
sleep you get most of the time. Do you thinkeit is enough? Whysor
why not?

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. Match the correct word with its definition:

they make oil and send it to the skin a. Hair root
surface to keep it soft.

b. Nerve endings
-

the salty liquid that comes out through c. Oil glands
the pores to keep the body cool.

d. Perspiration

they give us the sense of touch. e. Pores

tiny openings in the skin.

2. If you cannot brush your teeth after lunch, what is the next best way
to clean your teeth?

a. gargle with soda pop
b. glide your tongue over your teeth
C. rinse with water
d. spit two or three times

3. Employers are likely to hire workers who look neat and clean. T F

4. Foods that spoil easily should be-kept at:'

a. 50
o
F or below.

b. SO F.or below.
c 78 F
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5. You can live without one lung.

6. A person's heart rate is the same; during rust or exercise.

7. If you did poorly on a pull-up test, check below which of the

activities vould help you improve.

a. playing in the band c. playing "tiag-on-s-rope"

b. practicing pull-ups d.

8. Soap helps to remove oil mixed with dirt and bacteria on skin, so a

person with very dry skin should:

throwing a ball

F

T F

a. seldom take a bath.
b. take fewer badAs.

c. wear warmer clothing.

9. If you chip or break a tooth, you would:

a. have a dentist repairtit right away.
b. have a dentist repair it during your next checkup.

c. forget About it.

d. stop smiling.

10. If an unusual skin condition appears, you would:

a. use a home remedy.
b. put some hand lotion on it.

c. scratch it of:en.

d. go to the doctor.

B. DISEASE: COMNUNICABLEtNON-COMMUNICABLE

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES Kr4

.

The student will:

. know specific facts'about common dhildhood communicable and non-9

communicable diseases.
. . apply facts about common childhood diseases to practical situations.

. show interest in forming healthy,habits.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Ask the student some disease prevention rules. List these. They should

include:

a. Get proper amount of sleep (10 hours).
a b. Sleep free from drafts.

c. Brush teeth after breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
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d. Eat healthful meals - breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

e. Dress properly for the weather.

f. Cover mouth when coughing.and sneezing.
g. Wash bands after using restroom and before eating.

h. rake a bath cr shower eechAlay.
i. Stay home when siA.
j. Use your own toothbrush, washcloqi and towel.

2. Hake a check list of 'these health habite to be sent bome so the parents

and child could work togetherikeeping a record of what the rules were

being obeyed. Ask to see them at the end of 2 weeks.

3. For the older children (third grade), they could play "20 Questions" to

achieve this objective. Haire the group select one member who will

think of a communicable disease and,by asking questions that require

a yes or no answer relating to cause, symptom, or treatment, the group

will identify the disease.

4. Ask the'students if they would like to hive a Health Habits Contest.

(Ths teacher should first review with the students basic health habits.

List them on theboard.)

a. Each student who is observed.practicing a good health habit

will be given a token made out of cardboard, cut out and painted

by the children.

b. The students can also identify good health habits practiced by

another student and receive a happy face token for himself as

well as the stuient who was observed practicing the good health

habit.

c. At the end of the weeklthe tokens will be added up and the name

of tha student with the most tokens will be rewarded.

Rewards:

His name will be placed on the board as a student who showed

the best health habits.

H. could be given a happy face.pinwhich the teacher could make.

, Re will be given a certificate, stating that he has shown outstanding

performance in his knowledge and performance of health habits,

which ha could give to his parents.

5. Rola play - sick4and well.

a. Ask the childten to think of good health practices which they

use to keep from getting sick, for example:

(1) Immunized on time.

(2) Not drinking out of another person's glass.

(3) Covering tbe mouth when coughing.

(4) Flitting the lid on the trash can.

Go
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b. Aek the children to pair up in groups of two and select one
example which they can role play - one child will be Mk. Sick'
and the otherlAr. Well. Encourage.the children to construct a
little scene in which their example of a health prartice can be
demonstrated. (Haize old clothes, make-up, and same props available
so the children can dress up and even apply evidence of disease
such as =eagles, mumps, and Chicken pox.)

6. This relates to the many ways cold germs can be spread end the wuys
to avoid spreading them, also, ways to'keep from catching a cold. The
material needed is a picture of someone with.a cold - drawing paper
and crayons. Begin discussion of what it feels,like to have a cold.
Ask, "Haw can you tell that youfhave a cold?" List the symptoms on the
chalkboard. Then ask, "What can you do to keep fram spreading your
cold to.others?" Then discuss responses of:

a. Clean haydkerchief or disposable tissues.
b. Cover their mouth when coughing or sneezing.
c. Not sharing candy bars, fruit, or drinking glasses.
d. Having their own toothbrush, washcloth and towel - use of paper

towels at school. Ask them to list good health habits that would
keep them from catching a cold.

Response should..include:

(1) Wear-clothing suitable to the weather.
(2) Keep warm and dry.
(3) Get enough rest and sleep; eat the proper food to keep up

the body's resistance.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. Which of these are examples of same common noncommunicable diseases:

a. chickenpox, whooping Cough, measles
b. strap throat, mumps, earache
c. smallpox, tetanus, colds
d. cancer, diabetes, heart disease

2. A chronic disease is one:

a. which is over quickly.
b. which lasts a long time.
c. which is caused by disease germs.
d. you are barn with.

3. Match the leord to the correct definition:

anemia a. Alormone that controls the body's
use of sugar,

vaccine
b. Movement of muscles which a person

symptom cannot control.

Infection c. Dead or weak germs that are put into
the body to keep you from getting a
certain disease..
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allergy d. Symptoms like a rash or trouble with
breathing that are caused in some

insulin people from coming into contact with
certain substances.

seizure

ismulity
e. The result of germs getting into the

body.

f. A sign ,of a disease .of an infection.
4

g. When a .person cannot get a certain
.disease.

.h. -A lack .of ,ozygen .to' the body cl1e

-caused :by mot -having enough tad iblood

4. You can.catdh;alcommunicable disease-from anotherversoft.

5. You can catch a noncommunicable disease from another person.

6. A communicable disease is one which:

T F
,

T F

a. cannot !be cured c. 'you are 'born with

b. only children can get d. is spread from.oneverson.ro
another

7. Use more then (one Inures :about .diseeses because :sone

are Utter than .others.

8. Friends and iparents are sometimes not the.best source of
information because they -sometimes lave misinsderstandings
or "old wives tales" about care for different diseases.

T

T F

9. Bhtching - put a C for communicable diseases and.a N for.noncommunicable
diseasawbealkie the following causes:

caused by microbes
can be possibly affected by diet
spread from person to person directly
spread through food, water, insects
a parson can be born with a weakness to get this type
a.person can get a shot or vaccination to keep from getting this type

10. A noncumminicable disease is caused 'by:

a. disease microbes
a difficulty.within the body
a vaccine .

d. red 'blood cells
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C. DISESE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

STUPENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES 1(4

The student will:

. know specific facts about the' prevention 'and control of common

childhood diseases.
. . apply concepts and principles of disease prevention to new situations.

. mmjoy learning shout and helping othera. unders.tand and practice

preventive disease measures.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Begin discussion:by having children tell about a time that they were

sick. Have them construct a book about their illnesses. Draw a

picture and write one or two sentences-about each'statement.

a. When I had . I felt . Chead, stomach, eking..

fever, etc:r--

b. ft body looks like this. Throat, eyes, nose, skin rash, mumps.,

etc

C. The person who helped.me get well is doctorr mother,

school nurse.

d. Mat they did to make me well was

2. Dilcuss habits that will help prevent diseases.

a. Pitdess programs of all types. . Discuis in relation to heart*

7. ;kW lunge.

t.-4egin a fitness=program for each student.
4/2

(1) Invite nurse for blood pressure. 0

(2) Nlepwre pulse.rates - resting, than after exercising.

(3) Pncouroge individual charts, for#at home record keegng, in

addition to school chart. (Types of exerciles .running swimming,

biking, etc.)
, (4) Invite physical education teacnerd to discUss fitness with

c. Relate speaficaaly to eating practices, restroom, etc.

d. How do, you cart for your teeth after,eating?

(1) Pradtice flossing.
(2) -Practice bruehipg.

6 3
.1*

01.
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,
3.- Have a special assembly in whlr...h the students will participate and

hssist thd teacher in writing the script and making the costumes.
The students should be helped,to look,at the preventive health

practices they have studied and decide what they thidk would.be
gdod to share with their fellow students. (Develop some plays on
healtheducationif there are none available.

4. Clean School

a. Ask the Children to think of thi n te hool which help to
.- make tbei healthy and things:whi ar rences to their health -

, this can be put on the board,

Bealthy School, ii ealthy

%

.bealthy room temperature too cold or too hot

adequate ventilation stuffy

soaplalbathrooms no soap

.clean restrooms dirty restrooms.

b. ,After the list is completed, ask the students to elect a
committee which will go arOund the sChoolland check on all

these items, and see if the school is doing a good job. They

can indicate their reaction to eadh situation as satiifactory

or unsatisfactory. Then discuss with the students how they calk
.be helpers - and make their school a healthier place to be.

5. Clean Rands

a. The students will help the teacher make small 3x5 cards which
depict various areas of cleanliness - such as combed hair, clean

-)fingernails, clean Clotheso.carry.a handkerchief, brushed teeth,

eat Wreakfast.

b. The teacher Will ask each student to pick one card from a deck of
shuffled Health Cards each morning, and the child will be given'

a st_z if he has carried that health habit out.

6. Hake sock p s. Each puppet has a certain part of the body that

he tells about aping clean. The one telling abodt ears will have

oversized ea or oversized teeth, or oversized hands. Help them .

write a simple script about proper techniques for keeping clean.
(Ears, teeth, and hands can be made of felt cloth.) (Paper Wks
can also be tied to.make these puppets, if.socks and-felt ard'hot

accessible\.) -r
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1. Check which items you think are health itoblems in your communitty.

a. community's waior supply

b. Oisposal of home,sewagi

c. disposal of industrial waste

d. control of flies, mosquitoes, and rats

2. Check which items you think will halpprevent and control diseases .

a. share a washcloth

b. tight fitting doors and screening on the windows

c. keep garbage cans empty

d. rinse dishes with cool water
elIMMIWNIMO

3. Bow do you feel about seeing a person, who licks the spoon while mixing

a batch of cookies?

a. like it

b. like it sometimes

c. dislike it
MINME.

4. Exercise is one of the surest wais of helping fight disease.

5. One good way to fight off a cold is:

a. go to bed and get lots of rest

b. eat more food and drin Kool-Aid

c. go to school but stay indoors at recess

d. stay home and play inside all day

T F

6. Some of your health ideas or attitudes have been caused by: Check one

or MOTO.

a.

b.
.1=11INIO1.11MININ

C.
4.111.M.0111/M

d.
=4=1.1110.

e.

fu

g.

1111.MIMMINIMI.

h.
M111111111.1..

...1411.00111

illnesses that have happened to you
illnesses that have happened to people closest to you

illnesses that you read about
illnesses that only Americans have

ideas that you were born with
things said by other people about illnesses

things you have seen on television about diseases

reading about Caveman's society

In the great plague of London, the Bubonic plague was spread like

mwildfire." One preventive measure which helped was:

a. keeping the diseased person away ffom others

b. spraying the air with medicine

c. ordering all people to stay 'Adol
d.

f;

making ;surveys lout who bad the isease
41101111110M,

65
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People of long ago knew the ways ta which communicable
4teesses were spread.

It Is safe to drink water from a river or strewn that looks

44114.

IQ. 1.ouis Pasting' discovered that:

a. all microbes cause disease.
b. hest could sterilise surgical instromeats.
c. certgio harmful microbes could cause a disease.
d. microbes could be seen with the help of amicroscope



UNIT E/GRT - SAFETY

A. FIRST AID

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES Rp-4

The student will:

. know names of materials in the first-aid kit.

. . demonstrate the use of first-aid materials and techniques.

. show swareness.of the importance of first-aid information.

. . know what first-aid materials and techniques are required for

treating minor emergencies.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Assemble a minor first-aid kit (get Supplies from school nurse if

you do not already have a kit in your room).

Baud-Aids
Soap -
.Gause squares
Cotton balls -

for minor cuts
. for cleaning wounds with running water

to cover larger cuts and to control bleeding

use for cleaning wounds with soap

Show first-ald materiali from kit. Discuss use of each, demonstrating

on a student how the'first-aid materials are used. Using cutouts,

either an bulletin board or individual sets, have students. match

pictures of drawings, of first-aid materials with drawings of minor

injuries, selecting appropriate materials for each injury.

scraped knee
cut finger
nosebleed
pencil puncture
small first-
.degree burn
cut on forehead

clean with soap water
- wash with-soap and water

- pinch nose
- wash with soap and water

- cotton balls
cover with band-aids

- .
use gauze squares

had under cold running water

- direct pressure with gauze squares

Resources: American Red Cross Basic First Aid, Books 1 and 2

2. Draw or paste pictures of minor inju4es on large index cards. Rave

students draw a card, select proper materials from a selection set out,

and then demonstrate on a preselected victim how he or she would

handle a first-aid situation. Older students could write first-aid

situation on card instead of using picture. Ask student to explain

why he/she chose certain materials..

6 7
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3.. Set'up hind-washing demonstuation, using two..wash basins of watt....
Rave two students go outside and get hands dirty. Instruct one
student to waih his/her hands with soap; do not haveother student
use soap. Caspar* results and discuss role of soap and water in
first aid.

4. PrepareCa ditto sheet.containing.examples of poor and good eye safety.

a. Boy running WU sharp object.
r

b. Watching TV with a lighk on.

c. Child reading with eyes too close to book.

Compile a class lilt suggested by students of activities dIngerous to
the eyes.

Maki a set of cardboard cards containing pictures of a variety.of food
and non-food Items. Place the cards face down an a table or dhalk tray

of blackboard. Each child chooses a card, tells what it is, and states
whether or not it can be eaten.

2! If a person is bleeding badly from a woundogit-is important to first:

a. call a doctor immeflately.
b. -7"-- cover up the wows&
c. M try to control or stop the bleedin.

IMINIMME

4. cover the person with a blanket.

2. A friend falls from the "jungle gym" and lands on his hand. Sis
wrist is bout backwards and he caunot.move his hand. You should:

a. helpida straighten his wrist back to a natural.position.
b. probe And feel it to see whether it is broken, lifrained,'

or dislocated.
C. wrap his wrist in a large tight.bandage.

help him topedical aselstance, keeping the wrist and arm still.

3. Nest to each injury, write the number of the definition whiCh matches
the injury. There Is only one corredt number for each blank;

.

DEFINITION

1. Puncture
4

2. Abrasion
3. Shock
4 Simple fracturt
5. DislocatiOn
6. Contusion.
7. Compound ftacture

a.

c.

d.

CA

rum
broken bone
not.enough blood flowing ,

through .body which vroduc's
"slow doun" of ita work
bone out of place at the
joint
deep cut

WININNOrta

scraping of skin and tissue

amompon.

1101111

.

I
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4. Never give anything by mouth if you see that an injured person:

a. has broken his leg.
b. has been bitten by a dog.
C. suffering from heat stroke.
di Is having a hard time breathing.

5. Toles father wet repairing the roof gutters and fell from a ladder.
His head struCk a brick planter ')ox and he lay unconscious.' Check
the four mostImpolgathinge.Tom should do:

bring his father a drink of water.
check his father's breathing.
lay his father flat with feet elevated.
check for cuts and bleeding.
cover his father with a blanket.
call the neighbors for help.

11111M

b. -
C.

0111111.11M

d6 w
e

1111011111

f.

6. Oral retuscitation (mouth-to-mouth breathing) should be gtven in
whlch emergency:

a. when a persan has been burned.
L. when a person is unconscious from electric shock.
c. when a person has a broken leg.
d. when a person has suffered an abrasion in the gym.

7.. Next to the treatment, write tie number of the reason for the treat-

ment that matches the treatment. There is only ONE (1) correct

number for each blank.

TREATMENT

a.
milawalnam

Giving milk or water to a person
who has swallowed poison

b. Lowering a person's head if he
is suffering from shock

Applying diredt pressure to
a wound ---

C.

d. Sponging off a person suffering
from heat stroke

e. Giving mouth-to-mouth breathing
to a person who has almost
drowned

69

REASON FOR TREATMENT

1. Will help restore normal
breathing,

2. Will helpin lowering
. body temperature "

3. Will stop or slow the bleedl

4. Will make poison go into the*
body more sloyly

5. Will injure the person more

6. Will restore blood to head

7. Will cause vomiting and get
the poison out of the body
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8. If you were a member of the school first aid club called the Band-
Aid Brigade, select the THREE (3) duties you would perform:

a. washing and bandaging abrasions.
b. pumpingup kickballs.
c. . distributing teachers' bulletins..

..

d. making health and safety posters.
4111110.0.

e. working in thd nurse's office during recess.. .

9. If you wanted practical experience in splinting broken limbs, which

school club Might you contact?

a. The Safety Patrol
b. The Honor Society
c. The Junior Red Cross

d. -The Yearbook Club

10. To aid in the process of stopping too much bleeding from a cut an

the 'forearm, a person should apply direct preesure to the cut, *

squeeze the pressure, and hold the arm:

a. up

b. down
c. straight out
d. at an angle

B. ENVIROBANT

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES Kf-4

The student will:

. know safety rules for home, school, playground, bus and street.,

. demonstrate correct safety procedures.

. obey school safety rules.

1.
SIIGGESTED. ACTIVTTIES

1. "Look what I found on the table." Introduce a story, "One day, 2-

. year-old Susie climbed up on ihe kitchen table and found a knife

that her older brother had left there. Susie put the knife in her

wouth and cut her lip." Should the knife have been on the table?

Where should it have been?

Make a set of cards with pictures of various items. Cards are placed .

face down on a table. Each child chooses a card and shows it to

the class saying: "Look what I found on the table; Does it belong

tiara? CoUld Susie 4e hurt if she found it? Where should it be?".

2. Assemble ind remove hazardous objects from the classroom. Inspect

at intervals. Mnvestigate all accidents that occur in the school.

Try to identify the;causes.

7t)
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Write for:

"Accident Preventica Can Be Learned"
Health and Welfare Division
Metropolitan Life Insurance ComOany
1 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10010

3. Role play situations in which good housekeeping procedures are
used to prevent fires, e.g., proper disposal of trash and ashes,
safe storage of fuel, and correct use of electrical equipment.

Invite the fire department to came to school to demonstrate
simple methods of putting.out small fires and to discuss fire safety'

rules. Have students conduct a fire safety inspection of the school
building checking for proper storage of rubbish, paints, etc.

4. Role play situations that point out safe ways to play on apparatus
found on-..the playground.

Discuss the meaning of traffic signals using-traffic signal replicas

made of cardboard. Dreco floor map of intersection near the school
to demonstrate proper crossing, and observing traffic signals. Use

safety teaching pictures to promote.discussion.

Using the health education Teaching Pictures, discuss common
household dangers: inflammables, poisons, eleciiical hazards.,

plastic bags, old trudks, slippery floors, etc.

Draw pictures of safe and dangerous scenes in the home. Wtite a

paragraph about`them.

Use plays, ed pasktomimes to illustrate safety rules related to home.

Include the Zara and htndling of pets.
1

Begin a campaign to promote indoor and outdoor safety by using
stickers jp label safe and unsafe areas, objects, and activities.
Design a class label for this purpose.

5. Identify a person in your community to discuss proper methods of
bicycle maintenance. Should be covered in all grade levels.
Invite the military police to.discuss safety regulations for
operating bleycles.

a 4 71

,

a.



Write foi the following information:

a. The Ricycle Institite of America
122 R. 42nd Street
New-lark, NT 10017

t

b. SAVanted SItat.Sidetyp filmstrip available from the District EM6.

C, Ricydliati filbeerip available ftom the Diatrict

SAWA optsTios

1. Hedy studenta gat skinned knets aad cuts from falling in achoOl.

01.6

a. true
h. -5"taliki
C. don't know

2. Check the = C41 accidents ithich tbar often happen on a primary

playground.

.1011111

falls fiam the slide ladder
injuries to iyes from sand throwing
collisiona from football scrimmage
falls frail-the swings
'decide:eta on the seesaw

callisions oft the basketball coutt

3. .Put _the number of the posaible cause a the blank before the accident

which matches iti Place only one number on a blank,

Acthinds
a. the two dtudenta hump heads in

the hallway

b. the catcher in a baseball
game is struck with the bat.

c. a bicycle rider suddenly runs
into the hack of a parked

. truck.

d. a child cuts himself with
sciasote.

e. a stUdent slips and falls
from the "jungle gym".

Musa casts
1. Careless handling of shsrp or

pointed tools,
2. Weaving slippery-soled shoes.
1, running in the. hallway.

4, Not crossing the streetat
the crosswalk..

5. Failure to be alert to
moving and patkad vehicles.

6. Slinging the bat after hitting"
the ball,
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4. Choose the activity in which acciaents happen the most:

a. playing football
b. playing monopoly
C. reading a book

d. taking a hike

5. Maul elementary students have teeth knocked out while drinking at

the water fountain... Which is the main reason tfor this kind of

accident?

a. water fountains are placed too high.

b. the students drink too much water.

c. the water fountains are broken.

d. students crowd and push in line.

6. Choose the place where most of the accidents happen at an

elementary school.

a. the gym
b. the office

c. the classroom
d. the library

7. A Studenes'finger was cut using a pocketknife. Mhich of the

following rules should be remembered thft next time?

a. when carving, cut toward the body.

b. carry the pocketknife opened and pointed.

c. When finished, leave the open knife on the ground.

d. keep fingers waay from blade when cutting.

8. The most helpful resource person in th., school to lead a class

discussion on accidents and their causes would be:
.

a. the PTSA President.

b. the school custodian.

c. the student counal president.
d. the nurse.

9. Check the THREE (3) ways to prevent electrical accidents.

. dry wet hands before handling electrical equipment.

b. throw away or repair electrical cords when the coVering

comes off.

c. use kite strings made of metal.

d. stay out of trees that have wires passing through them.

e. .
placittelectrical cords under rugs.

*

a
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10. Put the number of a sport on the blank before the safety rule
which best matches that sport. Each blank will have one number.

SAFETY RULE

a. catry packages in a basket or
saddlebag

--b. basemen Should stay out of the
baseline

c. watch for holes on the path
d. do not dive in shallow areas
e. wear a helmet and mouth guard

C. piano=

The student will:

SPORT

1. Softball
2. Football
3. Swimming
4. Volleyball
5. Bicycle riding
6. .Biking.
7. Basketball

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

. . know the terms describing common emotioas (love, hate, fear,

happiness, etc.)
. rncognize the zelationship between emotions and accidents.

. . partP"rate in class discussions on the relationships of
emotions to accidents.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Observe and list home and fatily life affecting emotions for one

week. List on graffiti board emotions felt after beiag on play-

ground. How are you feeling? List emotions that caused your

feelings.
Bulletin board made by students.
Films and discussion.
For each accideot that you think was caused, write down what you

could have done to prevent it.

School nurse or doctor talk to students about things that have

'happened that need treatment.

2. Students keep folder with collection of faces showing emotion.

Draw pictures of faces showing emotion.

MAtdhing game with situations and emotion.

Assign students to write what they think the term emotion means

(common definition for class).

74
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3. Review the school accident repIrtjor the past 6 months (causes,

etc.)

Rave students observe in the nurse's office the type of

and causes (observations of students coming in).

cidents

Role playing.

Films and discussions..

4. Ask students to close eyes and imagine themselves in a situation

which would make them'very angry. Examples:

a. Mom tells you that you cannot go to a friend's house to play,

even though earlier she said you could.

b. Dad says you cannot go to the Saturday movie which you really want

to see even though Mbm said you could.'

SAMPLE OEST1ONS

1. Your parents yelled at you a lot yesterday.

a. resentment
b. happiness
c. excitement
d. joy

2. You are afraid of your neighbor's dog. You run as fast as you can

by this neighbor's house. This way you are sure of being safe.

a. true

b. lalse
C. don't know.

3. Anger, diseppointment, and sadness are examples of positive emotioni.

a. true

b. false

c. don't know

4. A small dhild falls while running away from a dog. What emotion

caused the accident?

a. happiness
b. . fear
c. sadness

01.1111111.1111MIII

d. defeat
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5. 3h4 n interviewing an accident victim and trying to decide if
emotions caused the accident, with which one of the following
would you be more concerned?

a. the victim's life history
b. the victim's past record-of accidents
c. the victim's feelings just before the accident
4. tile type of car the victim was driving

6. A person 4r1ves a car when feeling angry. Would this help to
prevent an accident?

a. yag
b. on

'0. cloet know

7. It is a goollidea to write soma goals for self-control so you can
telrwbether or pot you are reachi.ng them.

trip
. b. false

c. dealt knoy

8. Your smell group has just listed ways of developing contra (mei
anger, fear, jealousy, and love. Which one of the following
would 44 the moot helpful in practicing these ways?

a. don't think about them.
b. keep a record of experiences for later discussions-
c. -continuo to act ao you always did
d. keep all of your emotions inside you.

9. Chick ONE (1) suggestion you would offer' to a student wto wanted
to practice self-control when the student got upset with a
classmate.

a. ignore the problen
b. go ahead and yell
c. writs feelings &oral% pope:
d. tell yout parents after school

10. A student has had trouble speaking in class aad often gets an
upset stomach and breaks out in a cold sweat. The student should:

a. refuse to speak to anyone
b." write the correct answers
c. withdraw from the class
d. try speaking in a small group
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UNIT NINE - HUMAN SEXUALITY

A. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES L-4

The student will:

know elements of positive family and personal relationships.
. . . understand that re1ationships and responsibilittes involve givt

and take.
. . accept physical and emotional differences of others.
. demonstrate examples of social behavior for personal and family
relationships.

'SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
,

1. Using drawn pic.tures.of families, discuss vembers--older,
brothers, and sisters.

Draw a picture showing how the family makes a happy hrwe.
roles of mothers and fathers to include work, discipline,
times.

-

Discuss brother and sister relationships to include haw they help.
Discuss new babies in the family and the things they require and how
everyone works together.

2. Present family situatioi which elicit different emotional responses.
Use elementary counselor to develop a program involving social behavior
experien.4es. Program materials could include:

younger,

Discuss
and good

Developing Understanding of Self and Others fram American
Guidance Service.

Teaching Programs in Haman Behavior and Mental hialth from
Education Research Council of Greater Cleveland.

Pocus.on Self-Development from Scieuce Research Associates.

3. Start a faMily scrapbook illustrating riges and responsibilities of
mothers, fathers, and Children in the family unit Use pictures out
of old magazines or newspapers. Write short stories for the family-
life scrapbook.

4.' Draw a picture of yourself and your parents to include in the
scrapbook.

Discuss family life using the "Beginning of Haman Story" twirling
pictures.

Have each Equdent bring in his favorite toy. Ask them whether they
feel they are ',girl' or "bov".toys. Haw many are both? Ask students
to talk'about their "choreal' lie home. Are boys givenrmasculine
jobs and girls feminine anes?

7 7
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Check which of the following words describe human physical

food friends love
oNONN OINIMIP

needs:

elimination
affection

maliMIINIFOM

reading entertainment clothing
oxygen shelter water

..01.11MNP
sft

2. A person cannot live *Mout water. T P

3. Aims= can live without origen. T F

4. A. perm Fannot live without,meat. T F

5.

6.

The'type of ghats* 'needed may depend on the part of the
world we live in.

Sleep is an important physical need.

T

T

P

F

7. Place an X in front of items which meet basic physical needs (morefthan

ono correct snawsa)..

W11010E01.

Father puts up a twat when you are camping, because it looks like
rain tonight.
The teacher lets you go to the bathroom whenever you feel the
need.
You play a 'game with a friend.
You eat breakfast bafore you go to ;;;chool.
In the winter, you wear a heavy coat when you go outsidi.

M
You go ice skating with your friends.

8. To-feel loved is an important emotional need.

9. All people negd to feel success in some areas of life.

10. Match the emotional need on the right with
is a way of fu:Alling that need.

A. mother rocks her baby to sleep.

=1
You practice your piano lesson so
that you will play well at your
recital.
You invite a nor student to play
ball with you.
Your fathfr gives you lunch money
for the week.,before he goes sway on

B. REPRODUCT/ON

the behavior on the

a) Acceptance
b) AchieVement
e) Affection
d) Security

trip.

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

The $ tudent will:

. know the terms necessary to explain-the functions of

. . understand the facts and principles of reproductkr.

. . show interest in the importance of learniag.te-facii

of reproduction.

'OW IS

T -F

T F

left that

thi°reproductive system.

and pelimiples
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Use a seed activity to develop a plant reproduction base.

a. Collect a variety of seed types and discuss the Gatcome of
starting seeds..

Using pictures, show the plan (ovary) and need fro soil to
grwa.

2. Discuss how living and now-living things are made.

a. Use examples of horses, cars, and animals.

b. Use felt board figures of mother and father.

c. Discuss the human factory and begin to list words - egg, seed,
ovary, testes, sperm.

d. Discuss haw a baby is made by the joining of an egg and sperm.

e. Illustrate the joining and use the word fertilization.

3. Using fish models, demonstrate the fish spe.-va 'and eggs being fertilized.

a. Make clay models of fish, eggs, and sperm.

b. Join the egg and sperm cells.

Discuss how frog eggs are 1:ertilized.

eN,

Using a bird's nest, discuss bow birds prepare fort'egg development.

a. Discuss sperm entering mother and shell forming.

Discuss the development of the reproduction system of a female dog.

a. Use pictures to illustrate the male/female dog.

b. Use a picture tl show the nest (uterus) of the develnping puppies.

Cantinue with thy. isvelopment of a calf using transparency. MIAOW the
many animal nests. Use a model to demonstrate human fertilization.

a. Make a female.ead male model from simple materials.

b. Use ovary, uterus, and testes, scrotum, and penis when discussing
fertilization.
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Ueing fertilized chicken eggs, incubate and record the embryonic

_development.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1.. 'Puberty is a period of human growth:

*. from infancy to school age.
from early teens to adulthood.
from teen year to Middle year.

d.\ from middle age to death..

2. Chafk the following that you believe are true:

Somi thinge that make us act the way we do about sex

\religious beliefs MNIM

parents' ideas
community -t..ndards

MIPMMOM

WIPORMMIONIMMO

1111

are:

laws
the way our friends feel
fear
wrong information

3. Match the terms from column A, with definitions

A

uterus
----cervix

vagina
hymen

MINNIMONN

ovary

~ Fallopian Tube

4. Match the term

A

a. Penis

Testicles

c. Urethra

d._ Scrotum

from column A with

;

from column B.

a. Neck of the uterus

b. Tube-like extension of the uterus
where eggp from the ovaries may pass
to the uterus.

c. Membrane that guards the entrance to

the vagina

d. Female reproductive gland that
releases eggs.

e. The womb. The organ that receives
tlie fertilized egg.

f. Tunnel leading from the uterus to the

outside of the body.

the definitions from column B.

tube that goes from the urinary
bladder to the end of the penis

-ea& of skiti which holds the testicles
male reproductive organ
place where sperm cells are made

So
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UNIT TEN - SUBSTANCES

A. PROPER USE

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES Rp-4

The student will:

. . know the names of "helpful" substances.

. . demonstrate proper use of substances.
. enjoy helping the class collect samples of "helpful" substances.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

a. Bring various labels from Old medicine bottles at home. Identify
the various types of medicines represented by the labels.

b. Prepare cm exhibit of various rype3 of medicinal commonly found in
the home% aspirin, cough medicine, etc.

c. 'Label shows specific use: name of person, method oi administration,
frequency of administration, dosage.

d. Danger of unlabeled medicines:

(1) May be dangerous or poisonous.
(2) Individual may take the wrong medicine.

2. a. Discuss who gives children medicines when they are ill.

b. Discuss where medicines are stored in their holes.

c. Discuss ways to dispose properly of\old medicine and containers:
bur% or wash the containers thoroughly; sour or flush contents
down the drain.

d. Write class letter to parents suggeiting safe ways to store end
to dispose of medicines.

e. ,Practiee reading various labels and interpreting the directions.

f. The pupil explaini.why the directions far taking medicines must
be followed carefully.

(1) Medicine to be taken by children only on the advice of a
physician and in the presence of a doctor, parent, nurse, ot
other delegated person.

(2) Medicines should never be shared with another person.

(3) C2refully follow .ditections for taking all medicines (introduce
the concept of excess and moderation; take only the amount
prescribed and never more.)
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(4) Properly destroy olo medicines, all unlabeled bottles and jars

to prevent children and pets from retrieving them.

(5) Medicines are not playthings and should be kept away from

younger brothers, sisters, and pets.

3. a. Arrange a visit from a pharmacist to explain the job and the

:-difference between prescription and nonprescription medicines..

b. Show students samples of written prescriptions.

c. Show samples of ptescription and nonprescrigtion medicines..

d. Role Play: Pupils take a real or imaginary tripIto the drug '

torevand teilk to the pharmacist about prescriptton and UoUr

prescription medicines.

a. TbmpUpii can nesurthe two matn categories of medicinefr
A

(1)' Prescription:

(i) Rave you seen a prescription?

(b) Why does the doctor write a prescription for the medicine

'you need when you are sick?

(c) Why can only the doctor write the prescription for the.
medicine?

4

(2) NowA.prescriptien:

(a) Can you name some medicines that your mother'buys from

the P.X.?
(b) WhY, can some medicines be bought without a prescription?

4. a. The pupil gives examples of haw medicine, when properly used, helps

maintain and regaid,A good health.
0

Maintain:. Can you name some shotsVou have had to protect you

from becoming sick? (smallpox vaccination, T.B. Tine test, IIPT-

children's shots, tetanus.) Why do you take vitamins?

!Again: Can yqu nem same type of Medicines you took when you were

sick (antibiotics, ointments, cough 9,1114)? What did they dO to

.belp you feel better (took away cough, nab, etc.)?

b. The pupil gives examples of how medicine, when properly used, helps

maintain and regain good health. 'ftemplee:

(1) Used in the eyes of newborn babies to prevent the spread of

same disease.

. (2) Mdmunizations against diseases.

(3) Prevention end treatment of infection.

(4) Prevention, controAlend treatment Of illnets and disease.

V. S2' INN
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(5) Preventing discomfort and pain.

(6) Prolonging life.

The pupil explains how parents help their children when they are

Show and Tell: Ask the childremcto draw pictures
when they werskgekvand their parents helped thee. pictures
may imcludei

(1) iihat happened to them.
(2) Whatiparents did to help.
(3) What medicine, if any, vas used.

Role Play: One student plays the sick child,and two others play
th.1 parts of the mother and father.

Ask the children to relate actual experiences when they were
ill. Discuss medicines ale children have taken, why and how it
helped them. Include immunizations the children haveluld and
vitamins as helping medicines.

.Discuss sources of medienee: plants, aniMals, and laboratory
(synthetics).

- Forms of medicine: solid (pills; capsules, sal tablets), liquid
(syrup, injectable medicines) and ointments.

Color attached dittos.

SAHFLE wEsTIONs

t. All nadianes are drugs.
Ns,

2. Our bloodetream carries disease fighting drugs to the par_
of the body that is sick.

3. The 4oet4 should prescribe the kind of dhots we need.

4. 0Match the medication with its use.

aspirin
antihistamines
antibiotics
antiseptics

__tranquilizers
anesthetics
vitamins .

Nye

a.
b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

S.

Cold mires
Fight virni infections
Rills germs ,

Rases-pain
.Cennot feel pain
Baps malnutrition
finds infection
Reduces nervous tension

83
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S.

,6.
se:

Which of the-;kollawing can belpurChased wily with a prescription?,

a. aspirin . C. antiseptics

T

b. cold curter! d. sedatives.-

.Taking vitamin pills means chat one doesn't need balanced
meals. .

7. Eve0body needs vitamin pill's. T
2% 6

8. If takan-.Etedi.rected,_fiVnpresciiption medicine is harmless. T

9w Slice the disdovery'of anesttesia,baving an operatian is
much less painfUL,

T

\
.10. The discovery of therpOlio vaccine has reduced the amount

of paralysis and-death in'ichildren.

T

B. POISON PRVENTION
-

The student_will:

t

4TIMEili OBJECTIVES. GRADES R.-4

know common household poisons.
. recognize Che,danger of misusing household poisons.
show interest-in poison prevention. '

. . recognize symbols indicating poisonous sditances.
. .

. ,

,SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

p

F

F

F

F

1. a. Ask children to report on whar paiidnous sdlestarfcea ere kept in the

homes and where they are stored:
A

b. Discuss where and how their mother sgores cleaning and other
bsehold prod,Acts and how they are kept away from young children

and pets.

c. Identify markings of labels on contLiners which indicate that
the contents are poisonous if improperly used: skull and cross-

bones, POISON, CAUTION, WLRNING, etc.

d. Show examples to students of each label mentione above.

e. Draw pictures of labels and containers with poison markings and
warnings. Emphasize-the directions for use printed on the.

containers.

2. a., The pupil names the proper use and dangers of commqn hoUsehold

products.
4

b.. Have many good uses and should not.be misUsed.'.

c. May have fir* aid health, hazards ihan improperly Weld.

84
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d., 1;xampls:

4.

. . ,

--J (1) Disinfectants ',,,

, (2) Painto.lacquir, and turpentine
(3) Paste and glue

.

(4) Shoe polls& and furniture polish
(5) Solvahts: kor removal of paint and stains from furniture,

woodwork, clothes, and skin
,

rfi) Soips-cleansers, and detezients
(7) Fertilizer , ..

, (8) Gasoline

. (9) Spot remover .

(10) Lye, drain and oven cleanser
--,..

(11) Cosmetics, lotions, and cologne
(12) Nair dye, and nail polish remover

_

3. The pupil explains that the medicine cabinet.gontains a variety- .
..

of drugs.

4-.

a. How does ybur mother make sure you do not take the Wrongtomdicinef

(Introduce idea Olabels.)

be. DO.Z11 medicine labels look alike? NO1

_

c. lods-youitiother keep all het medicine in the same place at'

home? (Idea of medilpine cabinet.)

Where is your medicie cabinet?

What is in it?

f. Who uses the medicine cabinet?

g. Why do yo4 think it is up high?

h. Canyour little brother and sister reach the medicine cabinet?

f

i. Do you dila it would:be safe for him to touch anything in the

. medic:Jth cabinet?'

4. a. Observe ioison Prevention Week. This usually is scheduled in

Mara.
,

b. Discuss how to help fee:1.y and other children know how.to use
medicines properly and to stay away from harmfa substances.

c. Disculs maplicinis that are attractive to children and why
(good taste, smell, and tolor).

A

d. Make a list of emergency phcre numbers.to post at homeonesr
the telephone. Doctor's office orflispensary, Military Police,
Fire Depirtment, Poidon Control Center, Ambulance, etc.

4

arm.
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e. Ask.the school nurse to disCUss emergency mvasures
Mmmediately call mother or father,or, cLutact another adult; know

how to use the emergency phone list;. leurn how to use the First-

Aid Kit.

f. Role Flay: SuSan's brother, Christopher, takes a bottle of

120 children'syitamins accidently. What should Susan do?

Emphasize that older children are capable of protecting and'

taking care of their siblings.

8. The pupil summarizes that medicines and substances may be harmful.

(1) Re-emphasize that medicines and household substances must

be used only for their intended purpose. -

.C4 Rs-emphasize the meaning of printed warnings on containers.

(3) Taking medicines in the *dark is very dangerous.

(4) Unlabeled medicines or household substances are extremely

dangerous.

(5). tionprescription.and same prescrtption medicines have a

special appeal for young children: candy flavored medicines

such as baby aspirin, cough syrup, and vitamins. '

(6) Learn boy to protect ::thers fram harmful substances as well

4413 first-aid emergencies.

§AELEATEITIONS

'trite the letter Of all land creatUres that are'poisonous.

a. Black yidaw
b. Honeybee
c. Fraying mantis
d. Centipede
S. Rattle:maks
f. Dragonfly

GiLa monster
.h. Earthworm
A. Yellow jacket

Scorpio:De

2. Check all water creatures that are not poisonous.

a. crab f.

jellyfish g.

stingray h.

d. sea urchin i.
clam j.

s

0.111101111MIN

.0101.11.10..

moray eel
shrimp
scorpian fish
tadpole
octopus
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3. Skin irritation or a rash may be signs of poison ivy or poison T P
oak.

4. One of,,the following is an example of a nonpoisonous insect or
spider'.

a. tarantula N.... C.
b. giant, hairy scorpion d.

5. Products not labeled "Poison" aresAafe to eat.

4111

daddi long legs
Ictiesert centipede

T

6. It is vefy important to read the warning label on bottles to learn:
e.

a. directions on use and
b. antidote

the cost of the product c.

the company's other products
t
d. the listed emergency

phone number

It is important to know what poison a child has,taken in order to:

a. tell the doctor what has been taken
b, make sure the antidote will faste good
c. make the antidote a nice color

hide the bottle frqm the child

8. Match the proper use with the harmful subatance.

a. solvents 1. Used in an antique lamp
b. ptint 2. Cleans dirty stone

M=111

C. glue 3. Prescribed medicine
d. furaiture pc.11.sh 4. Washing diehes
e., oven cleaner 5. Repair a brokem object

OMMINIMIMM

MMIMMIMM

f. detergcats 6. Remove stain fram clothesmand=m1Mm

8- cosmetics 7. Clean and shine table
h. disinfectants 8. Ctange outside color on house
i. kerosene 9. Used to control germs in
ii drugs bathroom

MEMMIIMIMM

10. Manses lipstiCk
1111=MMIMMIN

11. Fuel for car

9. Ciebcia monoxide poisoning is dangerous because you cannot
.

¶ T
smell or taste it. .

%

10. Poisons such as dyes, bleach, msd drain cleaners can cause
the throat to swell end close up.

NIP

8 7

T 7
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C. MISUSE OF LECAL_SUBSTANCES

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

.

The student wdll:

. know that legal drugd can be misused.
. apply the above concept to new substances.
. participate in class assignment to obtain empty containers of

legal substances for _schnol.__"Pharmac7."

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Describe instances where children became ill by taking too mued.of
an otherwise safe legal substance (aspirin, cough syrup).

a. Have students collect newspaper and magazine pictures and
/ ,

.articles.

b. Films.

e. Personal experiences - discust:on.

d. Talks from school nurse, doctor, and speakers,

e. Coloring books: example - Katies Koloring Book.

f. Draw pictures.

2. Label substances that can be misused.

a. Bring bottles, labels, etc., to school.

b. Glue, paint thinner, gasoline, drain cleaners, 'and poisons can
be checked for labels at home with parents.

c. Films.

d. Class discussion.

er. Look for examples of overusu.
;

f. Field trips to drug stores.

g. Pharmacist talking to class.

h. Children can inventory-medicine chests with parents.

Describe.the inadvisability to taking substances prescribed for

others.'

a. Discuss why you need doctors' prescriptions.

b. Films. s



c. Discussion on dangeis: name substances fin specific 4iseasea6amd

tell what will happen if they'take them.

d. Draw pictures of vhst-they think could happen to someone who

took medicine not prescribed for them.

e. Ask class to discuss how they would feel if someone took them

and why.

f. Role playing.

g. Dramatize situation of student taking a dare in taking an

unknown substance.

Distinguish betvleen substances used for people and substances uned

for thins.

a. Do a class chart.
b. Role'playing activities.
c. Bring empty containers to school and =sparate by category.

d. Class discussion.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. It has been proven that smoking cigarettes can cause lung T F
cancer.

2. Smoking a pipe or cigars is not considered to be as dangerous T F

to a person's healt as smoking cigarettes.

3. Medical experts believe that overuse of alcohol may cause:

a. Liver problems T F
b. Cancer T F
c. Athlete's foot T F
d. Brain damage T F
e. Lung problems T F
f. Stomach troubles T F

4ATaking certain medicines and drinking alcohol at the :tame time

can be dangerous.

T F

5. Drinking alcohol is more dangeroui than drinking coffee. T F

6. Te obtain drugs that,can become habit-forming requires a

doctor's ,;.rescription.

T F

7. Using medicines without a doctor's prescription may.cause a

person's health to get worse instead of better.

T P

8. It is easy to know-what effect a medicine will have on a

person.

T
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9. Alcohol is good for warming a person's body on a cold day.

10. Some people decide that they will buy a product because
of the way in which it is advertised.

D. ILLEGAL SUBSTANCES
eb.

STUDENT OBJECTIVES - GRADES K-4

The student will:

. . know that certain substances are not permitted for use.
explain why certain substances are illegal.

. show interest in subject.

SUGGESTED ACT/VITIES

1. Discuss the kinds of substances that grownups can use that are
pot good for children.

a. Coffee
b. Tea
c. Tobacco
d. Liquor
a. Others

2. Explain that other products found in he home may affect health.

T F

T F

a. How can alcohol be dangerous to health?
b. Why lo people drink alaohol? (taste, feeling)

c. HON can tobacco affect i. health?

d. Why do you'think peoplismoki cigarettes, pipes, etc.?

e. Why is it that some su tances adults use are not good for childritn?

11
3. Ara there any substances tha are not legal fe..- adults to use?

If so, why? \

\-,
a. Children may.know of situatlJns they can relate.
b. Local events may occur that can 'act used in promoting this concept.

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

1. Without a medical doctor's direction, it is illegal to take T F

2. You must have a doctor's prescription to take some medicines.

1. Some substances are not legal because they ,.an be harmful T F

if used incorrectly.

to



AP

4. Heroin is a:

a.

b.
c.

d.

.11111MOOMMI

.11

5: LSD is a:

depressant
stimulant
narcotic
hallucinogen

a. depressant
b. stimulant
c. . narcotic
d. - hallucinogen

6. Alcohol is a:

a. depressant
b. stimulant
c. narcotic
d. hallucinogen

7. Caffeine is a:

a.

b.

C.

d.

depressant
stimulant
narcotic
hallucinogen

S. A person's body cannot get needed
pep pills to keep awake.

rest if the person often uses T

9. Drinking a great deal of alcohol makes one able to think
more quickly.

10. If one drinks a great deal of,alcohol every day, it may be
very difficult for the person to stop drftiking.

ft
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